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Kurzfassung

Eines der Kernprobleme in verteilten Systemen ist die Lastverteilung. Mit fortschreitendem Wachstum hochperformanter Rechensysteme, insbesondere in Hinblick auf Exascale
Systeme und deren erwartete Heterogenität, ist von einem weiter zunehmenden Einfluss
der Lastverteilung auf die Performanz der Berechnungen auszugehen. Um auf algorithmischem Weg eine möglichst ideale Domänenzerlegung zu erzielen, ist eine genaue
Kenntnis sowohl der Hardware also auch der Simulationssoftware erforderlich.
Das Thema dieser Diplomarbeit ist das Design und die Entwicklung des Frameworks
Dodo, welches die Beschreibung von HPC Hardware und verteilten, wissenschaftlichen
Simulationen ermöglicht. Dodo bietet unabhängig beschriebene Modelle für Hardware,
“Worker”, Daten und Algorithmen in Form von Graphen. Die Graph-basierten Datenstrukturen können mithilfe von frei wählbaren Metadaten annotiert werden und dienen als
Grundlage für algorithmische Metriken zur Domänenzerlegung. Eine solche Zerlegung
wird durch Graphabbildungen zwischen den vorhandenen Modellen ausgedrückt.
Die Implementierung basiert auf C++ und ist in der Lage, detailliert solche Systeme darzustellen, die in der Exascale Generatrion erwartet werden. Die modulare Beschreibung
erlaubt es, Teilkomponenten über verschiedene Projekte zu nutzen oder innerhalb eines
Projekts flexibel an die gegebene Situation anzupassen. Alle verwendeten Datenstrukturen basieren auf weit verbreiteten Bibliotheken und ermöglichen so eine einfache
Integration in bestehende Werkzeuge. Dodo bildet damit eine Basis für Projekte, welche
sich auf die Optimierung der Domänenzerlegung und entsprechende Graphabbildungen
spezialisieren.

Abstract

Load balancing is one of the key problems in distributed computing. Its influence is
expected to increase even further as systems grow towards exascale dimensions, as
systems do not simply grow, but become more complex and heterogeneous. In order to
find good domain decompositions, the characteristics of hardware and software must be
known to the partitioning algorithm.
This thesis presents Dodo, an extensible framework to describe HPC hardware as well
as large-scale scientific simulations. Dodo uses a hardware model, a worker model, data
elements, and algorithms which are all described using graph-based data structures.
These data structures are annotated with custom meta data to describe each layer in
detail. Domain decompositions are expressed through graph mappings. These mappings
combine the different models to form a comprehensive view of a simulation run.
Each sub-model is described separately, which increases reusability and allows to exchange specific sub-models to adapt the description to a given situation. Mappings and
metadata can be modified at run-time to describe dynamic behavior of hardware and
software. The C++-based implementation is capable of expressing hardware models well
within the expected range of upcoming exascale cluster systems. All data structures are
based on widely used libraries and can be interfaced with third-party tools. Through
these features, Dodo forms the base for tools that can specialize in the creation of
optimized domain decompositions and mappings.
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Nomenclature
API

Application Programming Interface

BGL

Boost Graph Library

CPU

Central Processing Unit

CUDA

Compute Unified Device Architecture

ECC

Error-Correcting Code

FLOPS

Floating Point Operations Per Second

GDDR

Graphics Double Data Rate [RAM]

GiB

Gibibyte — 1024 MiB

GPU

Graphics Processing Unit

GPGPU

General Purpose GPU

HPC

High Performance Computing

ID

IDentifier

KiB

Kibibyte — 1024 Bytes

MHz

MegaHertz

MiB

Mebibyte — 1024 KiB

MIC

Many Integrated Cores

RAM

Random Access Memory

SIMD

Single Instruction Multiple Data

PIC

Particle In Cell

PIConGPU

Particle In Cell on GPU
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1 Motivation
1.1 Current Developments In Scientific Computing
Creating highly efficient scientific simulations is about to become difficult again. Until
a few years ago, homogeneous cluster systems based on CPUs were the norm in the
high performance computing community. Starting around 20101 , some of the highest
ranking systems in the TOP500 list were featuring additional accelerator cards like
GPUs or MICs alongside their regular CPUs. This change did not only lead to an
increase in computing power due to the newly available hardware, but also a new
source of heterogenity among and within cluster systems. Programmers started to
focus on individual programming models like NVIDIA’s CUDA or OpenMP to exploit the
available parallelism.
While this fragmentation in software is slowly overcome thanks to the advent and
increasing use of abstractions like OpenCL, ALPAKA, and KOKKOS, the increasing scale
of future cluster systems will become an even bigger challenge. The next big step are
exascale systems, which the Exascale Initiative defines as:
[An exascale system] is defined as a supercomputer that can solve science
problems 50X faster (or more complex) than on the 20PF systems (Titan,
Sequoia) of today in a power envelope of 20–30 MW and is sufficiently
resilient that user intervention due to hardware or system faults is on the
order of a week on average. [13]
Some sources suggest the arrival of the first HPC systems in the exascale-range around
2020 [17]. Current approaches to load balancing are not expected to scale to such
vastly parallel architectures [32], and new approaches to domain decomposition and
resilience are in high demand. On the one hand, these problems are inherent to the
hardware, as more and more dynamic behavior is implemented in ways that can not
be influenced or predicted on a software level. Examples are Intel’s HyperThreading,
CUDA’s block scheduling, or dynamic frequency scaling. On the other hand, increasing
data sizes lead to simulations that are not only very large, but also difficult to grasp in
terms of data dependencies and domain decompostion.
Currently existing tools focus on creating an equal workload distribution among workers,
mostly disregarding inter- and intra-node heterogenity. As a result, these tools deliver
sub-par results for domain decomposition on modern clusters. [42]
On the simulation side, Particle In Cell (PIC) simulations are an important driver for
various interesting research topics. Their cell-based structure provides an inherent
source of concurrency and domain decomposition can be kept flexible, adapting to
multiple node sizes. At the same time, their behavior can be highly dynamic, making
PIC an ideal test-case for new load balancing tools and metrics.
1

In November 2010, the Tianhe-1A—equipped with additional with NVIDIA Tesla 2050 GPUs—was ranked
as the fastest supercomputer in the TOP500 list.
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1.2 An Exemplary Particle In Cell Simulation
This section will outline existing load balancing challenges that motivated this thesis. To that end, a real world simulation serves as an example to demonstrate the
current approaches for domain decomposition and load balancing and highlight their
shortcomings.

Overview

A typical example of a large scale PIC simulation is presented in [24, 19]. The simulation
is performed using PIConGPU [6, 7], modeling an actual experimental setup of a laserdriven particle accelerator. Within the model, the interaction between high-power laser
pulses and matter are examined: In the presented setup, a laser pulse irradiates a small2 ,
spherical target, ionizing it immediately into a state called plasma. The physicists are
interested in the non-linear behavior of the energy transfer from the laser pulse to the
particles within the plasma.
In the PIC code, the simulation volume is divided into equally sized cells. Each cell
can contain field data and particle data. The amount of field data is distributed equally
inside the volume, whereas the particles can move freely between cells based on the
simulated physical effects. This particular example uses three types of fields (E, B, J)
and four different species of particles (electrons, protons, carbon atoms, and oxygen
atoms) in varying quantities.
In total, the simulation starts with 866 · 106 particles, amounting to about 26.5 GiB of
particle data and more than 2.1 TiB of data to store the fields. Initially, most particles
are tightly grouped together in the middle of the simulation volume, forming the target.
During the first 84 time steps, a laser hits the target. As a result, the particles comprising
the target start moving away from the center based on a combination of phenomena.
These phenomena, such as Lorentz force or inertia, depend on the particle’s species
type.

Domain Decomposition

The described simulation was executed on 8000 NVIDIA Tesla K20X GPUs of the Oak
Ridge National Laboratory’s TITAN supercomputer. The most pressing problem encountered was the domain decomposition of the simulation volume. Due to the limited
memory capacity on GPUs3 a decomposition into equally sized cuboid patches is not
possible: In the beginning, GPUs responsible for the center of the simulation volume
simply do not have enough memory to store the necessary data of all particles located
there. As a result, the simulation cannot even start since the internal data structures cannot be successfully loaded. Additionally, a completely equal distribution of the volume
would result in an imbalanced compute load, since computational load is correlated to
the number of particles in a patch. The obvious solution comes with using non-uniform
patches for the domain decomposition. The chosen distribution is displayed in Figure 1.1.
The colors correspond to the number of cells inside a patch. Since the amount of field
data correlates linearly with the number of cells, this figure also displays the memory
required to store the fields on the GPUs.
2
3

Radius of a few micrometers
Each K20X GPU is equipped with 6 GiB of GDDR5 ECC memory.

1.2. AN EXEMPLARY PARTICLE IN CELL SIMULATION
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Figure 1.1: Domain decomposition of simulation volume into patches. Each cell uses
40 byte of memory to store field data. Patches in the corners of the cuboid
are bigger, since less particles are expected to move there and, consequently,
more memory can be used to store fields.
The distribution is based on four hard constraints:
1. The resolution of used GPUs in the center of the volume has to be as high as
possible to accommodate all particles in the first time steps. This implies small
patches with a low number of cells, each to accommodate the high particle counts
inside those cells.
2. The resolution of GPUs in the outer areas must be low, since those GPUs are better
utilized in the center. However, a low resolution implies large patches containing
many cells. This leads to a large amount of field data, which might no longer fit
into memory.
3. The patches must be arranged on a rectilinear grid. This is a technical constraint
of the used simulation framework.
4. There must be enough free memory left on each GPU to receive large amounts of
incoming particles in the following time steps.
These constraints lead to a distribution of cells to patches where the corners of the volume are covered with large patches that use up to 554 MiB on each of the corresponding
GPUs. This is acceptable, since almost no particles will move inside these regions during
the observed time interval. The center area is gridded with a much higher resolution,
so that the particles located there can be distributed among a higher number of GPUs.
Correspondingly, less memory on each GPU is used to store field data—on the innermost
patches only about 50 MiB.
Based on this domain decomposition, the simulation could be successfully started and
completed. For selected time steps, Figure 1.2 shows the amount of memory used on
each GPU to store particle data. The size of the cell corresponds to the physical size of
the simulation volume, while the color indicates the actual amount of memory required.
As expected, the GPUs in the center have a high portion of their memory filled with
particles. Even when using relatively small patches, a single GPU has to store up to
1 GiB of particle data. As the simulation progresses, particles propagate outwards. Since
the total amount of particles does not increase significantly, the GPUs responsible for the
outer areas have to store much smaller quantities as particles are distributed spherically.

8
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As the simulation behaves as expected, the corners of the simulated volume are not
filled with considerable amounts of particle data.

(a) time step 0

(b) time step 42

(c) time step 62

(d) time step 83

Figure 1.2: Memory requirements per GPU to store data for all particle species visualized
for selected time steps. The colorbar displays the amount of memory in MiB.
As the simulation progresses, particles move to the outer areas of the volume
and are spread out over more GPUs.

Deficiencies And Possible Improvements

Although the current approach for a static domain decomposition is feasible, it suffers
from several shortcomings. Firstly, the selection of patch sizes is an entirely manual
process in the current implementation. One of the main reasons is the lack of an
interface to accurately describe the memory requirements for the cells in the simulation,
hindering automation. A domain expert is required to predict the movement of the
particles in order to decide which patches can be increased in size without risking that
the memory will be filled with too much field data to hold the incoming particles. Since
the exact movement may no even be known beforehand, this can lead to an iterative
process of manual mesh refinement. This process is hindered further by the restriction of
the rectilinear grid geometry, which can force high GPU resolutions with small patches
in areas that will not actually require it from a memory perspective (see caption of
Figure 1.1). This process of manually assigning the patch sizes has proven to be very
time consuming and uses the fixed parameters (number of GPUs, particles and cells) of
the simulation run. Furthermore, this also prevents any form of dynamic load balancing

1.3. RATIONALE BEHIND THIS THESIS
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that might be done during the simulation. It is simply infeasible to stop the simulation
after N time steps, evaluate the distribution and repeat the lengthy process of a manual
domain decomposition.
Secondly, the discussed domain decomposition deals only with the question how to
actually start the simulation at all on the given hardware based on the high memory
requirements. Other important factors like energy efficiency, compute load, and data
transfers between cluster nodes add a whole set of new parameters. In the example, the
mentioned parameters can be considered implicitly: Particles interact only with fields
and not with other particles. Therefore, compute load correlates linearly to the number
of particles and a balanced memory load results in a somewhat balanced performance.
Furthermore, the rectilinear grid can be mapped to Titan’s interconnect structure trivially
which helps with data transfers. These beneficial conditions are not always given. As
a consequence, it is preferable to describe the domain decomposition based on these
parameters directly.
Thirdly, the hardware itself is largely ignored. While a decomposition can run very well
on the Titan supercomputer, another cluster is likely to offer different hardware, that will
require a different domain decomposition to run at maximum efficiency. For example,
newer GPUs are equipped with more memory and can handle larger patches. If the
cluster is heterogeneous with combination of different GPU models, the decomposition
might be oriented to prefer the newer GPUs for patches that will hold more particles.
A domain decomposition scheme that does not take these hardware properties into
account will always suffer from imperfect load balancing.

1.3 Rationale Behind This Thesis
Shortcomings Of Simple Metrics

The previous section contained a detailed description of an actual PIC simulation
performed as a research project at the Helmholtz-Zentrum Dresden–Rossendorf (HZDR).
This simulation used a single metric to perform a domain decomposition: memory load
per compute node. While the experiment could complete without errors, this might not
hold true for slightly modified setups. A different number of GPUs, new GPU models
with different memory sizes or a cluster system with another interconnect topology can
render the current domain decomposition useless. If there are only 6000 GPUs available,
where should the remaining 2000 patches go?
Even worse, the entirely memory-based metric might yield bad results even if the
domain decomposition is newly created for the modified setup. Consider a hypothetical
situation where the number of compute nodes increases by an order of magnitude, but
interconnects are slow in comparison. With the rising number of nodes and a constant
simulation volume, the size of individual patches decreases. This is beneficial in terms
of memory balance and the duration of computation on each node decreases. However,
at the same time the total amount of data transferred between the nodes will increase,
resulting in a high synchronization overhead. This is a typical trade-off that will occur
during the parallelization of problems that are not embarrassingly parallel.
Finding a global minimum for the execution time of a time step involves a combination
of multiple metrics: Minimize duration of computation on each node and minimize
duration and amount of data transfers. These two metrics are inversely correlated,
since the minimal compute duration is usually achieved by splitting the problem among
the highest number of processing elements, whereas communication overhead is min-
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imized by computing the whole problem on an single node. In the context of real
world cluster systems, the complexity of the problem is exacerbated by varying interconnect bandwidths between nodes4 , memory limits5 , dynamic hardware behavior6 , or
heterogeneous node architectures7 .
Description Of Underlying Parameters

One way to tackle the problem of domain decomposition is by designing a highly
sophisticated metric that considers all the mentioned aspects. While this can produce
optimal results for a single setup, this will only work as long as all parameters are present
and the properties of the hardware do not change in any extreme ways. Therefore, the
goal of this thesis is to find a more flexible and future-proof way to describe the workload
and the systems of such a simulation. This is accomplished by providing a framework to
describe underlying properties of the computing hardware, the involved data, as well
as the algorithmic components that make up the simulation. The load balancing itself
can then be calculated not on the simulation itself, but rather on the exposed properties.
Based on the found domain decomposition, the data and algorithmic components are
explicitly mapped to hardware elements. By decoupling the load balancing metric from
these underlying properties, different algorithms for balancing can be implemented
without knowing details about the simulation. Similarly, a domain expert can describe
properties of the simulation and the hardware itself, and not in terms of a load balancing
scheme. The developed framework itself does not implement any load balancing metrics,
but rather provide an interface that can be used to obtain and modify the stored
information.
The framework is created in a modular fashion, which enables a clean separation
between the described entities. Furthermore, the properties of hardware as well as
software can be extended easily by the domain expert. The metric for load balancing
can later be developed completely independently from the description of properties.
If a certain property is not needed, the metric can simply ignore it. Conversely, if a
property is missing to apply a metric, it can easily be added to the description of the
simulation. Unlike traditional approaches that simply split the domain and use this
decomposition for all other aspects of the simulation, parts like data, routines and
hardware are independent and only combined through mappings. This creates the
possibility for more nuanced domain decompositions, where data and routines are
treated separately.
Goals Of This Framework

The presented framework aims to be a toolbox that models hardware and software
through metadata. These information can be used to quantitatively compare different
domain decomposition strategies based on user-defined properties. For a given hardware
and domain decomposition, it is possible to estimate the run-time of an algorithm, reason
about the load balancing of data and computation, and partially predict how it will scale
with problem size.
4

In an n-dimensional grid topology, communicating to the nearest neighbor is usually faster.
This places a hard limit on the idea of computing the whole problem on a single node.
6
E.g., changing clock frequencies based on chip temperature.
7
Not only might some nodes compute patches of the same size faster than others, but some parts of the
code might be restricted to run on certain nodes.
5
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These features are strictly separated from optimization techniques that try to improve
said domain decompositions. Optimization is considered out of scope and will be tackled
through future projects that can use the meta data given here.

1.4 Structure Of This Thesis
This chapter gave an introduction into the general problem domain that is scientific
simulations on high performance computing system, along with a real-life example
of a highly parallel PIC simulation. The remainder of this thesis is structured as
follows: Chapter 2 goes into detail about particular aspects that need to be taken into
account when modeling such simulations both in terms of hardware and software.
Chapter 3 gives an overview of related work in the topics of hardware description, high
performance simulations and frameworks for distributed computing. Next, the chosen
design principles for the proposed framework are explained in Chapter 4, followed by
implementation details in Chapter 5. The suitability of the presented abstraction and
the scalablility of the implementation are evaluated in Chapter 6. Finally, Chapter 7
contains concluding remarks and ideas on how to extend and use the framework in
future settings.
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2 Analysis Of Challenges
This chapter will go into more detail and provides a detailed collection of the challenges
that need to be tackled by the proposed framework. It starts with definitions of terms
used throughout the thesis to ensure a common understanding later on. Afterwards, the
hardware of a HPC system is examined in terms of providing the environment where a
simulation is run. An important aspect is the development of novel hardware and its
role in future cluster architectures. This will determine which properties need to be
captured to model the system with a suitable abstraction. Finally, the software model
must be suitable for simulations as described in Section 1.2. Therefore, the last section
of this chapter is concerned with properties and structures of such algorithms and their
data with a focus on flexible domain decomposition.

2.1 Terms Used Throughout This Thesis
Simulation Domain/Physical Domain is defined as the physical space in which a simula-

tion takes place. Examples would be a 2-dimensional grid for a Game Of Life [18]
or a non-regular mesh of prisms in a ray-tracing simulation [14]. The physical
domain can be discretized into cells. Depending on the simulation, the simulation
domain may also cover dimensions such as phase spaces and time.
Cell describes the smallest unit of granularity in which the simulation domain is divided

in terms of domain decomposition and distribution. The cell can have arbitrary
levels of internal structures, but these are irrelevant in terms of a high-level view
on the simulation.
Patch denotes a group of cells that are seen as a logical unit. If a simulation domain is

split into equally sized cells, patches can be used to create varying workloads.
Graph is an abstract mathematical structures that consists of a set of vertices and a set

of edges. Edges are pairs of vertices that can be used to describe a relationship
between these vertices. Graphs can be directed or undirected. The former places
an order on the elements of an edge, while the latter does not. Vertices and edges
can be annotated with properties to assign additional information to individual
elements. Vertices that are connected by an edge are called neighbors. A graph
that contains only a single path between each possible pair of vertices is called a
tree. In a tree, one node may be determined to be the root node. Such a tree is
called a rooted tree A graph that consists of a union of trees is called a forest.
Data Domain describes the abstract space containing all data elements of a specific type.

In the context of the initial example, one data domain would be the set of all
particles that are electrons. Most simulations contain multiple data domains,
whose elements are located in cells of the physical domain.
Read Only Data is a property of certain elements inside a data domain or even an entire

data domain. Such data is constant over the duration of the simulation. Examples
would be the size of a cell or the mass of a particle.
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Wall-Clock Time/Wall Time is a well-known term in the HPC community and describes

the total time to execute a program as perceived by a human (or a clock on the
wall). As such, wall-clock time does not give any indication on efficiency of the
computation, but is an indicator to the usefulness of a simulation in a scientific
setting. This is contrasted by CPU time which measures the actual computational
effort spent, but does not give any indication on the time that elapsed on the
outside.
Property will be used to describe certain characteristics that can be measured, stored

and queried. For example, this includes qualities of the hardware like memory
sizes, floating point operations per second, bandwidths, and temperatures.
Metric is defined as a way to estimate the quality of a domain decomposition. For

example, there can be a metric that evaluates how well a data domain is distributed
across all available nodes in a cluster in comparison to the available memory on
each node or to the FLOPS on each node. A metric can use an arbitrary set of
properties and additional information to build its heuristic estimation.
Node In a HPC cluster, a node describes a single machine that is connected to the

remaining cluster by a network interface. Nodes are often the most coarsegranular unit to describe hardware in a cluster and can contain several independent
hardware elements for computation.
Interconnect describes hardware that is used to connect non-interconnect hardware

elements. Examples for interconnects are ethernet interfaces or the PCI bus.
(Software-) Component is a term based in data flow-based programming is part of an

algorithm that takes a defined input and computes an output that depends only
on said input.

2.2 Modern Hardware Components
A Short Overview Of HPC Hardware Elements

Current HPC architectures are becoming increasingly heterogeneous. While it appears
that the general architecture of nodes that are connected through a network will remain
the same, the internal structure of these nodes will become more complex. One of
the main factors is the introduction of accelerator cards like GPUs or MIC components,
which allow for a high degree of parallelism within a single node. Depending on the
specific design goal of a cluster system, not all nodes need to be structured the same.
The Hypnos cluster at the Helmholtz-Zentrum Dresden–Rossendorf contains several
different groups of nodes. Some use only CPUs but feature great amounts of RAM
(256 GiB), others rely on smaller memories (64 GiB) but are equipped with NVIDIA GPUs
(Tesla K20, Tesla K80 and others). Apart from that heterogeneity, which requires more
careful programming to fully utilize the hardware, the used hardware itself is becoming
more unpredictable.
For example, a regular CPU nowadays comes with several hardware optimizations
that try to improve throughput but sacrifice predictability of the execution: Firstly,
the clock frequency of individual cores can be increased as long as thermal conditions
allow it. For short periods of time, a single core may execute code faster while others
might even be slowed down to keep the total dissipated heat in check. Secondly, some
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CPUs support fast switching between certain hardware threads (Intel calls this feature
HyperThreading), which can improve utilization of the ALUs, since the time that is spent
waiting for a memory access can be spent processing the instructions of another thread.
Although both of these features can be disabled to reach a more predictable system
behavior, this might result in a slightly lower throughput.
Similar features can be seen in GPUs. For example, the CUDA programming model
defines work units of so-called blocks. Each block is executed on one of the GPU’s
streaming multiprocessors (SM), and can not be preempted. However, the order in which
blocks are executed and the SM to which they are assigned to is not defined and can
not be influenced by the programmer. CUDA capable GPUs offer an explicitly managed
scratchpad memory that uses the same hardware resources as the L1 cache. The ratio
of how much memory is split between this Shared Memory and the L1 cache can be
changed at run-time through a call to CUDA’s C++ API.
Another example of dynamic behavior exists at the interconnect level, where fabrics like
Intel’s OmniPath can be reconfigured at run-time to change the available bandwidths
between nodes. While this is not completely hidden from the programmers, it can
increase the complexity when estimating the behavior of a system.
Important Aspects To Consider

The observation that hardware can change its observed properties even during run-time
is an important factor to consider for a system that aims to describe said properties. This
leads to several requirements for such a framework:
Individual Elements. The hardware elements in a system can change their properties

individually. To model all the aspects in the cluster, not only individual nodes, but
also their internal building blocks must be described in a way that allows changing
of existing properties.
Memory Efficiency. TITAN consists of 18 688 nodes. S. Ahern et al. [1] estimate that

this number might well grow towards 106 nodes for exascale systems. Each
of these nodes consists of tens of hardware elements. Each of these hardware
elements can have several properties as metadata that need to be stored. In
order to store all these properties, the data structures need to be memory efficient
and should not waste storage for properties that are not relevant for a particular
hardware element. For example, when assuming 10 properties that are relevant
for the total system, each of them using 4 KiB to encode the information. In an
implementation that stores each property for each element, a system like TITAN
would take 18 688 · 10 · 10 · 4 KiB = 7300 MiB. With Ahern’s estimate, this would
grow to 106 · 10 · 10 · 4 KiB = 381 GiB, which approaches the limits of current-gen
hardware in a single node. Assuming that each element only uses a few of these
properties, this is wasteful and an approach that stores only the relevant properties
will scale better.
Addition of Properties. When initially creating the hardware model, the programmer

can not be aware of all properties that are necessary for a certain metric later on.
Not only is it difficult to predict all relevant properties, but with the emerge of new
hardware, new features might require new models. Rather than requiring that all
possible properties are defined right within the framework, it is preferable to allow
the addition of properties through a domain expert who uses the framework.
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Different Representation of Properties. Some properties are not as easily described as

others. A prime example is the compute power of a CPU. While it is possible to
determine precise values for simple benchmarks like floating point operations
per second, this often does not model the actual throughput of an application.
Better models use some form of instruction mix, which can be tuned to match the
application’s characteristics more closely [27, p. 112–115]. From a framework’s
perspective, it will be important not to restrict a property to a specific model, but
rather to give an end user the freedom to define custom properties to replace the
predefined ones.
Unified Interface. Clients of the hardware description must be able to handle additional

or changed properties. To that end, a simple interface is required which reduces
the effort to access newly defined properties and gracefully deal with the situation
of missing properties. This will allow the creation of higher level metrics to reason
about a localized or global state of the system.
While many parts of the system can be described through these properties, structural
information is more naturally represented as relations between the hardware elements.
Unlike from the dynamically changing properties, these structures can can be considered
static in the context of the model.
The physical setup is fixed in terms of how hardware elements are composed out of
each other. A CPU will remain a part of the node it was placed in and the interconnect
to communicate with the GPU is going to remain the same structural unit, although
its properties may change. The effect of failed components may also be modeled by
changing properties (a simple alive flag) instead of removing it structurally from the
model. A common way [16, 20] to describe these hierarchical view of hardware is a
directed tree, which is also sufficient for a whole cluster system.
Similarly, the interconnect topology of the cluster system is fixed since it relies on actual
physical connections between elements. If the model is agnostic to the hierarchical
depth of individual hardware elements, each possible way to transfer data between
elements can be considered to be an interconnect. Therefore, interconnects are used
to describe not only the fabric between nodes, but also bus systems inside a node. In
contrast to the previously mentioned physical setup, the interconnect structure can
generally not be represented by a tree. Instead, a graph is required to express details like
multiple possible transfers between nodes or circles. To reflect possible asynchronous
bandwidths between elements, the graph must be directed.
Lastly, memory hierarchies involve a processing element and potentially multiple memories. Since data must be transferred between the levels of the memory hierarchy, the
hierarchy will be a subgraph of the interconnect topology. More specifically, the global
memory hierarchy is a directed forest of directed rooted trees, where the root of each
tree is a processing element. Each tree in this forest represents the memory hierarchy of
an individual processing element.

2.3 Modeling Software
Separating Data From Routines

On the software level, a simulation can be thought of as two distinct parts. On the
one hand, there is a collection of data that model a current state. On the other hand,
there are routines which implement some model which describes how the state of the
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simulation changes. In a PIC simulation, the data might consist of particles and fields,
while the routines model the movement of particles under the influence of fields over
time. This section will focus on details that need to be considered when designing an
abstraction to describe data separately from an abstraction for the routines. [36]
The main reason for keeping the two apart is to ensure a maximum of flexibility in a
later domain decomposition, since a routine is not inherently coupled with the data
it computes. As a result, when these structures are explicitly mapped onto hardware
elements later on, data is expected to be mapped to memory and routines are mapped
to processing units. This allows for a more detailed inspection of the simulation itself
and an optimization of the data layout based on complex metrics. When combined
with a model of bandwidth, the actual load times from memory to the processing units
can be examined and might include details like caching. Furthermore, data can be
replicated among multiple nodes to ensure resilience while the computation is done only
once. Alternatively, the same routine could be mapped to be executed simultaneously
on multiple processing elements with the same data. This can be useful to model
fault tolerance mechanisms like triple modular redundancy or to obtain results from
the fastest executor. In such a system, computations would be identical on multiple
nodes. Fault tolerance could be achieved by mechanisms for software fault tolerance
that mask hardware failures through a redundant result. Alternatively, a speedup is
possible by just taking the result of the node that finishes at the earliest or whose data
can be transferred the fastest.
The Data Model

Simulations similar to those described in Section 1.2 use the concept of a volume in
which the physical interactions occur. This volume represents the Simulation Domain or
Physical Domain and is decomposed into cells that denote the atomic sub-volumes of the
simulation. It is very common [6, 33] to arrange the cells in some form of regular grid.
However, arbitrary meshes are possible if it is more suitable for the implementation. As
an example, the ray tracing simulation HASEonGPU [14] splits the physical domain into
a mesh of right prism cells of various sizes (see Figure 2.1). As the resolution of the
simulation increases, the number of cells grows with a polynomial factor, which requires
the framework to be conservative with the memory spent to track these cells.
Although the actual data used does often have a
specific spatial or topological position and exists
within a cell, it is important to clearly separate the
two concepts: The physical domain is only concerned with a decomposition of the space into cells
and the topology of this decomposition. Therefore,
it does not contain any information apart from
which cell is adjacent to each other. It stands to
argue that the absolute coordinates, extent and
rotation of the cell are also part of that descripFigure 2.1: A non-uniform mesh
tion. Depending on the simulation, it is possible to
that consists not of cubes but of
consider multiple physical domains necessary.
right prisms.
The data domains complement the physical domain. A data domain is only concerned with data
elements of a certain type relevant for the simulation. These data elements are not
directly related to each other and have no concept of spatiality or neighborship between
each other. Instead, to model the actual data used in a simulation, the data elements
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carry meta-information to describe properties such as the amount or validity of data.
Similarly to the properties of hardware elements, this meta-information is specific for
individual simulations and the framework itself can not predict which information is
necessary. Adding default properties is ill-advised, as each unused property would end
up wasting memory. Therefore, a system to annotate properties freely to individual data
domains or even single elements of the domain is preferable.
In order to allow for more advanced mappings as described in the previous section,
the framework must support mapping individual data elements in a flexible manner.
Since even the amounts of meta-data can grow beyond the memory capacity of a
regular compute node, the framework must support distributed data structures to store
physical domains, data domains, and their properties. An efficient way to modify these
structures might require the use of hierarchies to reduce the synchronization overhead
in a distributed system.
The Routine Model

The distribution of data is often considered as the most challenging task in the domain
decomposition of a large simulation [10]. However, to actually calculate the desired
processes, it is equally important to think about the routines which model these processes.
While basic simulations like Game Of Life only use a single routine to generate the state
of the next time step, real world examples use tens of thousands lines of code for these
calculations. As mentioned in the section Separating Data From Routines, these routines
will be considered independently of the data.
Since all state transitions in the entire physical volume are based on the same modeled
processes, the routines need to be calculated for each cell. As such, the relative spatial
position of the input data is always known. For the Game Of Life example, the next
state usually depends on the cell itself as well as on the state of all directly neighboring
cells. [33]
For the more complex cases, the state transition is conveniently split into multiple
sub-routines, each implementing a different aspect of the transition. Examples of
sub-routines would be the movement of electrons or the movement of protons: Both
calculations are required to generate the next state, but can be logically separated. In the
world of data-flow programming, such sub-routines are commonly known as components.
Any component A can depend on another component B operating on the same cell. Such
a dependency is actually a data dependency: If A depends on B , then one of the inputs
of A is a direct or indirect output of B . In terms of an execution model, this means
that these routines have to be executed in sequence based on their dependency graph.
Therefore, this dependency model has to be explicitly known in order to produce good
metrics for the execution.
Components don’t differ only in their internal calculations, but also in their programming
model. Some routines might be designed so that they can only be executed on GPU
hardware, which must be considered in the model. Although abstraction libraries like
Alpaka [43, 47] allow the creation of truly hardware-independent code, the compiled
binaries might still achieve higher performance on certain architectures. For example,
code reliant on double precision floating point arithmetic might run slow on certain GPUs
that are designed for single precision throughput. Other code might require hardware
support for AVX instructions to achieve the desired performance. Consequently, it is
desirable to have a mechanism in place that allows mapping of individual components
to individual hardware elements in order to model an optimal execution. At the same
time, components that are known for efficiently sharing hardware resources on the same
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processing element might benefit from being mapped to the same hardware. While this
mapping might result naturally from a good metric, an option to combine components
in a hierarchical structure must be considered.
In order to define metrics for the mapping, it is paramount to know how long the
execution of an individual component instance1 will take. The duration of a component
depends on two main factors: The time it takes to process the data and the time to
access the necessary data. The latter includes loading of input and storing of results. A
component defines which data domains it uses for input, but the actual amounts depend
on the instance and for which part of the physical volume it is responsible. Therefore,
both parameters depend on properties derived from the data model. In addition, the
load and store times depend also on the location of the data on the hardware; data
elements that are already in the cache will have shorter access times than those in RAM.
For the time to process data, it is important to know how complex the calculation
is—that is, how much effort it takes to compute the result. This will often depend on the
amount of data for each domain and scales with the speed of the processing element
on which the instance is executed. Since it is not generally known which hardware
properties are modeled, the framework must provide a flexible way to define this effort
based on hardware properties as well as properties from the data model. This can
also include different ways to calculate the effort based on the type of the processing
element.
Another interesting factor are the access modes to the data. Components may take
input and only read these values, while other input might be modified in-place and
consequently produce a write on the same data elements. This might result in more
complex caching behavior that can influence the actual execution time. Fortunately, this
kind of access pattern can often be expressed through data dependencies in a data-flow
like representation.
Finally, the granularity of the modeled routines must be considered. A very fine-grain
model is easy to describe, since the internal structure remains simple. However, this
approach will result in a high number of components that can cause considerable
overhead for high-level metrics. A too coarse-grain model reduces this overhead, but
it becomes increasingly difficult to define an effort model that still correlates with the
real-world behavior of the component.

2.4 Summary
This chapter started by defining several terms related to high performance computing
and graph theory, which can be used for later reference. Furthermore, current-generation
HPC hardware was analyzed to find out which aspects are important when modeling
such a system. This resulted in a list of six factors that need to be covered in the
following design.
A similar approach was taken for the software executing in an HPC environment, with a
strong focus on distributed simulations. The analysis resulted in the decision that data
and algorithms should be considered separately to increase the flexibility of the design.
The data model will deal with the distribution of data to hardware, while the algorithm
model describes how the routines within a simulation interact with each other.

1

In analogy to object oriented programming, there is a distinction between a component and its instance.
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3 Related Work
The last chapter explored the main challenges that need to be tackled by the proposed
framework. This following chapter will outline some of the current research, that is
concerned with these or closely related topics that were studied in the context of this
thesis. It begins with different projects that describe software as a data flow graph,
followed by topics concerning hardware description. Each description is followed by a
short evaluation of how the presented solutions can be applied to the problems presented
in Chapter 2. Finally, some libraries used in the implementation are introduced.

3.1 Software Frameworks
LibPMacc / PIConGPU

LibPMacc is developed at the Helmholtz-Zentrum Dresden–Rossendorf as a generic
framework for particle-in-cell (PIC) algorithms. LibPMacc is completely open source
and uses advanced C++ template metaprogramming to achieve maximum performance
at run-time.
PIC simulations in libPMacc use a simulation volume that is split into multiple adjacent,
cuboid cells. Inside a cell there can exist multiple fields, which can change their value.
Additionally, a cell can contain an arbitrary number particles, which can travel between
adjacent cells.
Since the memory necessary to store all particle and cell data can exceed the memory
available on a single compute node, libPMacc allows to distribute the cells of the
simulation volume over multiple cluster nodes. Therefore, the whole simulation volume
is split into cuboid patches so that patches always contain whole cells. The framework
requires the patches to be arranged so that they form a rectilinear grid within the
simulation volume. Each node is assigned exactly one patch at compile-time and this
static domain decomposition can not be changed later on.
If a particle moves to an adjacent cell, there are two possible cases: If both cells are
within the same patch, only a local memory copy has to be performed since both cells
are located on the same node. If the particles original cell is located at the border
of a patch and the destination cell is within an adjacent patch, data has to be moved
between address spaces. To abstract this process from the simulation, libPMacc offers an
abstraction commonly known as ghost cells, which are located around the patch. When
a particle moves into a ghost cell, the simulation can proceed as in the previous case.
The libPMacc framework, however, will transparently copy the content of this ghost cell
into the corresponding cells of the neighboring node.
PIConGPU [7, 6] is a fully relativistic particle-in-cell code based on and developed
alongside libPMacc. The simulation moves multiple particle species through a volume.
The movement is based on particle–field interactions, where each species is influenced
by electric and magnetic fields. Based on the forces exerted by the fields, particles
change their position. Based on the new position and the charge of the particles, the
fields themselves change.
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All compute-intensive tasks are written in CUDA and use GPGPUs to utilize the processing
elements with the highest performance. Based on the same principles of computing as
much as possible already at compile-time, PIConGPU is one of the fastest PIC codes in
the world. In 2013, PIConGPU was a finalist for the Gordon Bell Prize with a simulation
of the Kelvin-Helmholtz Instability that scaled to the 18 688 GPUs of Titan.
Recently, the code base was ported to the ALPAKA library, which enables PIConGPU
to run on any hardware that is supported by ALPAKA. This opens possibilities to run
not only on regular CPU clusters or IBM’s OpenPower architecture [46], but also to
fully utilize all processing elements on heterogeneous GPU/CPU clusters like Titan or
Hypnos. Furthermore, a plugin for live in-situ visualization of the running simulation was
created [29] to enable researchers to verify their experiments right from the beginning.
The video is calculated directly on the compute nodes as tiles, which are then combined
to form a frame. This video can subsequently be streamed to various sources like a
web browser. For example, this can be helpful in demonstrating the capabilities of the
PIC code to a wider audience or to interrupt long-running simulations early, in case a
problem with the parameter setup is discovered.
One of the limitations arises from libPMacc’s approach static domain decomposition
and the lack of proper mechanisms to estimate workload within cells and, consequently,
compute load on individual nodes. Problems arising from this drawback were already
demonstrated in Section 1.2. The proposed framework aims to be one of the tools
necessary to alleviate this issue.
Dax Toolkit

Moreland et. al [33] developed the Dax Toolkit in order to harness the massive parallelism of peta-scale systems for visualization applications. Modern visualization libraries
usually use an abstraction called the visualization pipeline, where multiple functional
units (filters) can be concatenated sequentially to form complex visualization algorithms.
While these filters can be highly parallel, the sequential synchronization points between
filters still place a limit on the possible concurrency within the whole visualization
process.
Dax is a framework that replaces filters with worklets and an executor that schedules
these worklets on the parallel hardware. A worklet represents a fine-grained, atomic
computation on a single data element implemented in C++. Each worklet has a defined input and output and does not maintain any internal state. This approach is a
direct implementation of the data-flow paradigm and suits very well for the nature of
embarrassingly parallel applications of the visualization domain. Data transfers are a
responsibility of the framework itself and not the worklets.
All user-created code is sequential and makes no assumption on the underlying architecture. Even memory accesses are abstracted through an API and only abstract types
and work handles are exposed to the programmer. This allows Dax to handle memory
accesses, data transfers, and matters of caching outside of worklets and optimized for the
actual hardware architecture. Currently, Dax uses CUDA-capable GPUs as the execution
hardware, as these accelerators are highly parallel and, according to the authors, are
representative of future HPC architectures.
Since Dax is designed with embarrassingly parallel visualization problems in mind,
it lacks features to support efficient communication between worklets. While many
problems can be solved using algorithms that require less direct communication, this
naturally limits the scope in which Dax is applicable in general HPC applications.
Nevertheless, for suitable applications Dax’s fine granular approach will allow for better
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load-balancing and utilization of resources, resulting in performance that is superior to
other approaches that still use traditional visualization pipelines.
Zoltan

Devine et. al developed Zoltan [10] in an effort to address the problem of dynamic
load balancing in distributed simulations like finite element methods. One of the most
distinctive features is the clear separation of the toolkit’s load balancing metrics from
the application code itself. Many applications couple these functionality tightly with the
simulation itself. As a result, the entire load balancing mechanism is difficult to compare
to other approaches and upgrading the metric is often omitted due to the high overhead
in programming.
Zoltan, on the other hand, uses an object-oriented interface to encapsulate the load
computations. An application only has to implement a set of interface routines that
can be accessed by the toolkit to query nodes in the application for certain properties,
like the amounts of objects the node currently manages. Based on these properties,
Zoltan can use a variety of algorithms for domain decomposition. These algorithms take
the current domain decomposition as input and incrementally modify the distribution
of data elements to equalize the partitions. This allows not only to compare different
metrics that exist in the Zoltan toolkit, but also to add new metrics afterwards which
also use the same interface. Due to this callback-based routine interface, Zoltan is also
agnostic about the data structures of the application. This allows later optimizations of
the simulation while the load balancing is unaffected.
Once a new domain decomposition has been found, data elements have to be moved
between the nodes to implement the new partitioning. Since this would require direct
knowledge about the simulation’s data structures, Zoltan cannot directly apply the
necessary actions. Instead, it merely assists the re-balancing operation by offering an
MPI-based communication interface that abstracts the actual nodes. This communication
interface is completely separated from the metrics, so the application is not forced to
use these functionality if the programmers prefer to handle this part themselves. This
modular approach has been described as tinkertoy programming [9], as metrics can be
replaced like small building blocks and other blocks are not mandatory.
As a limitation, Zoltan’s interface is primarily concerned with equalizing data distribution
and ignores execution times on heterogeneous hardware. In today’s cluster systems,
entirely memory-based metrics can be too simplistic. Even though metrics can always
be exchanged within Zoltan, the available properties remain restricted by the interface.
Uintah

The Uintah framework [3] developed at the university of Utah aims to support the simulation of chemical and physical processes like rapid oxidation and explosions. Uintah
targets systems in the petascale range with hundreds of thousands of processors. The
processes can be modeled as differential equations that are computed for the positions
on a mesh. Each of these equations is wrapped into a component, which is essentially
a C++ class with an interface that is defined through its input and output parameters.
Based on the input parameters, each component has an established dependency on the
component that produces that required input. Inside a component, the equation is described through different tasks that again depend on each other based on the calculation
of the equation. Through recursive discovery of these dependencies, a directed acyclic
dependency graph is generated [4].
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The component dependency graph is then inverted to form a directed acyclic task graph,
where each task corresponds to a C++ method which expresses part of an equation. A
load balancing component distributes the tasks evenly to the processing elements in a
cluster system. This distribution is based on a partitioning of the simulation volume
using space filling curves, the data dependencies and some measure of the workload of
each task. The tasks pass their output to the next dependent via MPI. Within a node
of the cluster, the DAG allows to use a dynamic scheduler that will start the tasks for
each equation as soon as all its input data is available. As a result, tasks can be executed
asynchronously and without a predetermined order.
Data in Uintah is stored in a Data Warehouse [22]. Each node in the system offers such
a warehouse to its resident tasks which access data located there through a handle. The
warehouse itself is responsible for the abstraction of the location of data items. In case a
task requests data that is supposed to be available but actually located on another node,
the warehouse abstraction will transparently fetch the respective data items so that they
are available at the next time step.
While Uintah’s approach of data flow programming is capable to scale to HPC systems
as large as TITAN, it lacks deeper knowledge about the underlying hardware, i.e.
the processing elements, memories and interconnects. Nevertheless, such a detailed
description will be useful to fully utilize the upcoming heterogeneous architectures of
post-petascale systems.

Parallel Particle Mesh Library

Sbalzarini et. al [37, 36] created the Parallel Particle Mesh Library (PPM), a framework similar to libPMacc, with the intent to provide an efficient library for parallel
particle–mesh codes written in C and FORTRAN. A motivation for this library was
the observation that parallel particle-based simulations are not as widely used as they
might be, considering how many physical problems could be conveniently modeled as a
particle simulation. One of the reasons appears to be the extreme effort in creating a
scalable, high performing code.
In PPM, simulations exist in a simulation volume, the computational domain. However,
PPM also supports problems with free-space boundary conditions through an adaptive
adjustment of the computational domain over time. The computational domain is
decomposed into sub-domains through a selection of adaptive decomposition algorithms.
Among others, PPM offers octree-based, pencil-based, and user-defined decompositions.
All of these create cuboid sub-domains that use ghost layers to facilitate data exchanges.
Additionally, there is built-in support to use only a single sub-domain, which is interesting
for algorithms that use ring-shifting of domain elements. For example, the N-body
problem is commonly solved by this approach.
PPM is data agnostic in that it is not concerned with the memory that holds particles or
fields. The only memory managed by PPM is that used for communication between the
sub-domains of different nodes.
Each processor is responsible for exactly one sub-domain. The combination of a domaindecomposition and a mapping of sub-domains onto processors is called a topology. A
topology can have an arbitrary number of meshes associated with it that hold the field
data. The meshes can be composed of smaller units (similar to libPMacc’s patches that
consist of cells), with the boundary condition that the smaller units must align with the
sub-domain. Multiple topologies may exists in parallel and are mapped to each other by
the library.
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Dynamic load balancing is enabled through dynamic re-creation of topologies, called a
mapping. This includes dynamic re-decomposition of the computational domain as well
as a changed mapping of sub-domains to processors. Since this step is compute-intensive,
a heuristic is used to estimate if the achieved gain is sufficient to justify the mapping
operation. There exist global and local mappings. The global mapping describes the
above-mentioned re-balancing. Local mappings are concerned with particles moving
between different sub-domains and are less demanding.
The decision when a system is imbalanced depends on the load exerted by the simulation’s data assigned to each processor as well as the processor’s performance. Both
values are gathered by PPM itself and are compared to a theoretically balanced system
to obtain an imbalance factor. This approach of computing a metric directly inside the
framework is easily implement, but, as is convincingly argued by the authors of Zoltan,
severely limits the flexibility to apply new and advanced metrics.

3.2 Hardware-Related Frameworks
MPSoC Application Programming Studio (MAPS)

The MPSoC Application Programming Studio (MAPS) developed by Castrillón Mazo [8] is
a framework that focuses on efficiently programming system on a chip (SoC) hardware.
It offers both a hardware description and a software description as well as mapping
strategies between the two. The necessity for such a framework arises from the fact that,
during the last decade, software developers have struggled to keep up with the increasing
parallelism and heterogeneity that is available in newer hardware. Consequently,
an important aspect is the focus on heterogeneous multiprocessor hardware, which
increases the difficulty of an efficient mapping, since load-imbalances have to be taken
into account. The hardware description is based on an XML-based language that defines
processing and memory elements on a chip. Each data transfer between processing
elements is seen as a shared memory operation. Depending on the memory hierarchy,
multiple transfers are possible. Each transfer characterized with a defined maximum
capacity and metrics like latency and throughput which depend on the amount of data
transmitted.
The software is modeled in the style of a data flow network, specifically a Kahn Process
Network (KPN) [26, 28]. To that end, MAPS introduces a programming language
extension to C called C for Process Networks (CPN). Each of the components in the
network represents a task that can be scheduled on one of the processing elements
defined in the hardware description. For each component, inputs are obtained from
other components, which forms a network of task dependencies, that may also include
cycles. Furthermore, the framework can estimate the amount of operations necessary
to execute a component. In order to eliminate intermediate cycles, this network is
unrolled to obtain a directed acyclic task graph. Based on the performance of processing
elements, transfer speeds of the hardware as well as dependencies and workload of
software components, different heuristics can be used to generate a mapping of the
(unrolled) task graph to the available hardware. Most of these steps are statically
applied at design time, which works very well in the domain of SoC, where workload
and processing power can often be precisely predicted. As the final step, the framework
uses this mapping to generate an executable that can run on the hardware.
MAPS supports different programming models, namely sequential programming, where
the framework itself tries to apply parallelization techniques; explicitly parallel pro-
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gramming, where the framework can use the knowledge supplied by the programmer;
and multi-application programming, where several unrelated executables run on the
same MPSoC simultaneously and have to fairly share resources while being entirely
independent.
hwloc

The hwloc framework described by Broquedis et al. in [5] was developed as a successor
to OpenMPI PLPA and Inria’s libtoplogy. hwloc is a portable tool that uses information
offered by the operating system to collect a structural representation of some of the
system’s hardware resources. One of the main goals is to provide a unified interface
for programmers to query hardware information, since the popular Linux kernel shows
a distinctive lack of such a consistent interface. Instead, traditionally the low level
directories /sys and /proc have to be evaluated with care. There exist several tools
to abstract these virtual directories, but (at least at the time) none of these tools
offered a complete API. Depending on the operating system, hwloc can utilize a variety
of these sources to query the underlying structure. On Linux based systems, the
mentioned directories are still used by hwloc internally to collect data. According to
the authors, hwloc collects all data that is available through the documented interfaces
of the operating system. Early versions focused on the hierarchy of RAM, caches and
processing units. As described in [20], newer versions of hwloc also collect the topology
of important subsystems like PCI-attached accelerators and network interface devices.
Currently, the netloc extension is in development which will offer the possibility to use
output generated by running hwloc on multiple nodes of a cluster system and combine
it to offer information about Infiniband- or Ethernet-based interconnects between the
nodes.
Although hwloc offers command-line tools similar to lshw that give a quick overview over
all gathered components, the real strength lies in the C API. This API offers programmers
a tree of hardware components that can be traversed to determine at run-time where and
how certain tasks should be scheduled in order to obtain ideal use of caches, processing
elements and memory.
DRUM

Faik et. al [16] developed Dynamic Resource Utilization Model (DRUM) as a toolkit
to model hardware and interconnect capabilities and utilization. DRUM provides an
abstraction to the hardware in a cluster system and offers access to the load of cluster
nodes and routers to facilitate dynamic load balancing. As such, DRUM complements to
Zoltan1 and was developed to interact perfectly with it. However, DRUM can still be
used as a standalone library to estimate resource utilization.
Zoltan treats the whole cluster system as a big tree of elements, where intermediate
nodes are network switches or routers and the leaf nodes are compute nodes. Before
a Zoltan-based simulation is run, the capabilities of the cluster system are statically
determined. This interconnect information is generated externally as an XML file and
has to be supplied to the library at startup. To assess the potential throughput of
interconnect nodes in the tree (routers), interconnect bandwidths and the number of
interconnect ports is used. The potential compute capability of a node is measured in
MFLOPS and determined through the LINPACK benchmark.
1

As discussed above, Zoltan lacks exactly this hardware information.
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At run-time, this capability information is combined with dynamically measured performance properties to generate a single power value for each node. Total power of a
node is the weighted sum of processing power and communication power. Processing
power is based on a relation between the MFLOPS capability, the actual CPU utilization,
actual CPU idle time, and a manual weighting factor to ensure that the MFLOPS rating
is sufficiently influential. Similarly, communication power is based on the interconnect
bandwidths and the actual data flow through a node and its neighbors: nodes with a
higher bandwidth are assigned more communication power.
As a benchmark, the authors used a small simulation on a cluster of four homogeneous
compute nodes. Heterogeneous cluster layouts were emulated by running additional
processes on some of these nodes, which would be reflected in the nodes’ power rating.
Even using this simplistic one scalar metric, they were able to decrease the computation
time by 22.6%, which was close to the theoretical optimum of 24.0%. Although
the amount of hardware parameters in DRUM is low and the small benchmark not
necessarily representative for more complex scenarios, it clearly demonstrated how
performance properties of the hardware can be used to improve dynamic load balancing
in heterogeneous cluster systems.
BenchIt

The Center for High Performance Computing Dresden created the tool BenchIt which
was introduced in [25]. BenchIt aims to provide extensive performance benchmarks
not only for single characteristics but for the whole system behavior. These data are
essential to correctly estimate the efficiency of an application compared to the theoretical
peak performance. Based on the observation that measurements need to be compared
with care, BenchIt uses a design based on two clearly separated parts: The actual
measurement, as well as a component to plot and compare the results.
The tool was designed to run on a very wide variety of systems and, consequently, tries to
reduce the assumptions about the hardware and operating system. Each measurement is
encapsulated inside a kernel. To maintain the desired compatibility, a kernel is expected
to avoid potentially incompatible operations like system calls. Instead, the tool itself
offers a certain set of utility routines that may be used. There exists a wide variety
of predefined kernels such as matrix multiplications, memory bandwidth tests, or I/O
performance measurements. Furthermore, the whole BenchIt tool requires nothing but
a shell and a compiler on the system under test.
After kernels are executed by a Main Program, the results are written into files and can be
examined through a web interface. This interface allows to search measurements based
on different criteria like architectural characteristics or the employed measurement
kernels. The website was online for several years and successfully provided researchers
with performance data from all mainstream architectures. [23, 38, 31, 30]

3.3 C++ Libraries
Boost Graph Library

The Boost Graph Library (BGL) originated from the need for a C++ graph library that
could match the flexibility of the STL. Lumsdaine et al.[40] began working on the
foundations in 1998 and today the BGL is considered by the C++ community as one of
the most advanced, generic, and feature-rich graph libraries available, making it the
default solution for many projects.
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On the one hand, it offers an interface to the basic mathematical abstraction of graphs.
Graphs can be created with various internal data structures depending on the workload
and uses iterators to access the elements independent from the implementation. On the
other hand, there exists a wide variety of standard algorithms that can be used with
these containers, e.g. graph traversal algorithms, search algorithms and algorithms to
check topological properties. The generic capabilities of BGL are based on tree main
concepts:
Interoperability Between Data Structures and Algorithms Similar to how the modern C++

standard library offers containers and algorithms that operate on these containers,
the graphs of BGL are containers which can be accessed using generic algorithms
that are parametrized on the content type of the graph containers and do not
depend on the data structures that are internal to the graphs. To reason about
the capabilities of certain graph variants, each graph models certain concepts. For
example, the Adjacency List Graph models (among others) the VertexListGraph
concept, which is a requirement to use the Breadth First Search algorithm on
instances of the graph (see Figure 3.1).
Extension Through Visitors The generic algorithms can be further extended through

visitors, which allow to execute custom user-defined functionality on the vertices
or edges that are touched by an algorithm. To that end, the algorithms offer
certain hooks that are called on discovery, before visiting, and after visiting the
graph element.
Parametrization of Vertices and Edges As with the standard containers, the types of ver-

tices and edges can be set by the user as template parameters of the graph. BGL
even extends that basic parametrization and allows not only a single type, but also
its extension with a combination of arbitrary properties. These property containers
can either be stored internally as part of the elements’ type, or added externally
with an index structure. Individual properties inside a container can be obtained
through a tag dispatching mechanism, which allows a high degree of composability
at compile-time.

Concept

AdjacencyGraph

AdjacencyList

VertexAndEdgeListGraph

Graph Class

EdgeListGraph
VertexListGraph

AdjacencyMatrix

MutablePropertyGraph

MutableGraph

Graph

PropertyGraph
AdjacencyMatrix
BidirectionalGraph

IncidenceGraph

Figure 3.1: Overview over the graph concepts in BGL and the graph classes that are
modeled by them.
An often mentioned down-side to the flexibility is the vast complexity in using BGL, as
most of the code comes with a large overhead of type definitions to correctly parametrize
all algorithms. Furthermore, the documentation—although quite extensive—is outdated
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in many places and lacks examples that demonstrate non-trivial operations. At least the
former, however, can be circumvented by wrapping the project-specific interfaces of BGL
with a Façade pattern.
In an effort to make the BGL viable for scientific applications, especially with respect
to the HPC community, the Parallel Boost Graph Library (PBGL) was designed as an
extension beginning in 2005 [15]. The interface is similar to that of the regular BGL,
but the data structures are distributed among multiple cluster nodes. The built-in graph
algorithms are not only parallelized to run across multiple nodes, but will also utilize
existing multi-core architectures on each node.

Boost Property Maps

The BGL can be set up to use external property maps to add arbitrary properties to its
vertices and edges. In an effort to standardize the interface to add such property maps,
J. Siek created the Property Map Library [39], which is essentially a generic, statically
typed interface to property maps.
The benefit of these external maps comes with the reduced memory overhead, since
properties don’t have to be stored for each vertex or edge, but only for those that actually
use the property. Through this interface, algorithms can be decoupled from the internal
data structures of the graphs and still use these structures based on the tag dispatching.
The downsides are the increased access time and some bookkeeping overhead: After
the graph element is known, a map lookup has to be performed. On the other hand,
if a graph element is removed, the property map has to be adjusted to keep all entries
valid. The latter can become a problem when using data structures based on contiguous
memory to store the graph elements. If an element in the middle of the data structure
is removed, the indices of all following elements change. This index change must be
applied to all property maps referring to the graph.
In some situations, like when parsing graph definitions from a file, the data structures
are not known at compile time. This is problematic, since the usual C++ data structures
require a static type to ensure type safety. To that end, property maps can be aggregated
inside a Dynamic Property Maps structure. This construct offers a dynamically typed way
to create and access property maps at run-time. The dynamic property maps are built
using type erasure, which will still require the programmer to supply the correct type in
certain situations.
In analogy to the PBGL, the authors of PBGL created the Distributed Property Map
library [21]. Accessing data stored in such a distributed map is more complex than
the sequential variant: A data element can be stored locally on the node or remotely
on a different node. While local elements can be accessed directly, remote elements
are accessed through ghost cells, which are locally cached instances of the elements.
Ghost cells are only synchronized with their remote counterparts through explicit
synchronization operations. The behavior of such a synchronization is governed by one
of multiple consistency models, which control the way values are exchanged between
ghost cells and the remote elements; as well as an exchangeable reduce operation,
which controls how write conflicts are resolved. In combination with the PBGL, these
distributed maps can be a powerful tool to create large-scale distributed data-structures.
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3.4 Summary
This chapter introduced various related projects, beginning with those that are used
for scientific simulations. In this category, it was found that Zoltan most closely fits the
ideas of this thesis, but only fulfills one aspect of the proposed model. The next section
discussed hardware description frameworks. DRUM as well as hwloc proved to be the
most interesting approaches in terms of the requirements stated in Section 2.2. Finally,
two of the C++ libraries used in the implementation of this thesis were presented.
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The intention of the proposed framework is to offer an interface to a comprehensive
toolbox that describes hardware as well as the data and simulation algorithms through
metadata. This metadata is organized in different structures and can be utilized by the
user to generate metrics that govern sophisticated domain decompositions. An important
design goal is a high degree in flexibility for the user to create custom properties without
unnecessary memory overhead.
The design is split into four different blocks, each describing a different aspect of the
simulation. These blocks are combined by different mappings, that are given by the user
to model the actual setup (see Figure 4.1). The most basic block is the hardware, on
which an abstraction layer of workers is mapped. Each worker is responsible for a subset
of data from different data domains. The corresponding elements of the data domain
are again mapped on these workers. Lastly, there exists a number of routine components
that are mapped to the workers to express which software routines are executed by
which worker.
Routine–Worker Mapping

Data–Worker Mapping

Worker
Abstraction
Routine
Abstraction

HW–Worker Mapping

Data
Abstraction

Hardware
Abstraction

Figure 4.1: Composition of the different modules used in the design from a high-level
view. The four abstractions are combined through mappings. Access happens
either directly to the abstraction or to the mapping, which contains additional
information.
From each of the blocks, the user can extract the previously defined properties and
use them to estimate the quality of the current mapping. Based on these estimations,
the mappings can be changed and re-evaluated to optimize the setup. If these steps
are executed during a simulation, this can be used to guide the load balancing process,
similarly to the information offered by Zoltan and DRUM. Unlike Zoltan, however, it
is not intended to offer communication primitives for this load balancing process or
predefined metrics, since this is conceptually unrelated to the storage of properties.
Instead, such tasks would be better suited for a fully-fleshed simulation framework that
incorporates the current work to manage metadata.
The remainder of this chapter will discuss the four building blocks of the design:
hardware elements, workers, data domains, and routine components. For each block,
it is explained the semantic of a mapping to other components and it is demonstrated
which information can be gathered through the combination of multiple blocks.
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4.1 The Hardware Abstraction
The hardware model is used to describe the structures and properties of the entire cluster
system on which a simulation will be executed. The model is split into a structural
representation of the hardware into graphs and a mechanism to attach properties to
these graphs.
Hardware Abstraction
Property
Interface
Custom
Properties

Default
Properties

Interconnect
Graph

Memory
Hierarchy
Graph

Consists-Of
Graph

Graph Library Interface

Figure 4.2: Internal structure of the hardware abstraction module. The graphs share a
common abstraction interface that allows different graph libraries to be used.
Properties are accessed through a generic interface and can be extended by
the user.

Naming Of Elements

Hardware elements are identified through a consistent naming scheme. Each element is assigned a unique identifier
called a tree-ID that serves as an indirection to the individual representations that are possibly used by different data
structures. These name space of identifiers is organized as
a tree, as displayed in Figure 4.3. The root index is always
0 and each child level is indicated by a dot that is appended
to the ID followed by its sub-ID. The children themselves
are enumerated though an increasing sub-ID at their level.

0
0.0
0.0.0

0.0.1

0.1

0.2
0.2.0

Figure 4.3: Name space
of tree-IDs.

Structural Graphs

In order to model the structural information, the system is modeled through three
graphs. All graphs are specializations of a general graph class that defines an interface
to a third-party graph library. This class offers a simple interface to create instances with
the specific features that each graph needs and also allows to change the underlying
graph library later on if this is deemed necessary. The vertices in the graphs represent
hardware such as processing elements, switches, and memory and are identified through
tree-IDs. The graphs model orthogonal structural relationships on the same hardware
elements. Therefore, a hardware element can be present as a vertex in any graph,
although this is not required. Corresponding vertices in different graphs are labeled
with the same tree-ID. Edges, on the other hand, are uniquely defined for each graph.
The three graphs in the current design are the following:
The Consists-of Graph expresses the hierarchical composition of the hardware elements.

Vertices are connected by directed edges, that denote which hardware elements
another element does logically or physically consist of. For example, a cluster
node can consist of a CPU and a memory element. The CPU itself might consist of several cores and so on. The topology is that of a connected directed
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tree with a root node that represents the entire HPC system. Edges are always directed from a parent node to the children out of which it is made up.
Furthermore, edges in this graph cannot hold any properties. By definition,
this is the only graph that is required to hold a vertex for each hardware element. As a result, it can be traversed to visit all elements in a defined order.
Listing 4.1: Workflow for creating the consists-of graph seen in Figure 4.4
1
2

root
:= hwmodel -> addRoot(STRUCTURAL)
nswitch := hwmodel -> add(INTERCONNECT, root)

3
4
5
6

node1
ram1
cpu1

:= hwmodel -> add(STRUCTURAL, root)
:= hwmodel -> add(MEMORY, node1)
:= hwmodel -> add(COMOUTE, node1)

node2
ram2
cpu2

:= hwmodel -> add(STRUCTURAL, root)
:= hwmodel -> add(MEMORY, node2)
:= hwmodel -> add(COMOUTE, node2)

7
8
9
10

Figure 4.4: Consists-of graph of a homogeneous cluster with two compute nodes. Nodes
are on the same hierarchical level as the switch, since both element types
are directly parts of the cluster. Any information about network topology is
stored in the interconnect graph.

The Interconnect Graph stores all connections that can be used to exchange data be-

tween hardware elements. Edges are directed, such that asymmetrical connections can be expressed more easily. Unlike the consists-of graph, multiple
edges can exist between the same vertices in the same direction, to express different connections. As there exist various topologies that are not isomorphic
to a tree, neither is the interconnect graph. For example ring, grid, or torus
topologies are common topologies in HPC systems. Each of the edges can have
arbitrary properties that are used to store information such as bandwidth, latency, or jitter. While some of the properties like bandwidth can be considered
constant, it is easier to treat all properties the same. Therefore, all properties
on the edges are modifiable at run-time, exactly like the properties of vertices.
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Listing 4.2: Workflow for creating the interconnect graph seen in Figure 4.5
1
2
3
4
5
6

hwmodel
hwmodel
hwmodel
hwmodel
hwmodel
hwmodel

->
->
->
->
->
->

addBidirectionalInterconn(nswitch, node1)
addBidirectionalInterconn(nswitch, node2)
addBidirectionalInterconn(ram1, node1)
addBidirectionalInterconn(ram2, node2)
addBidirectionalInterconn(ram1, cpu1)
addBidirectionalInterconn(ram2, cpu2)

Figure 4.5: Interconnect graph corresponding to the example of Figure 4.4. The cluster
is missing in the graph, since it is only a structural element. Data exchange
between the two memories is possible through the network.

The Memory Hierarchy Graph models the memories reachable from the processing ele-

ments in the correct order. The edges are directed so that they point to memory
element lower in the memory hierarchy. For example, RAM is usually lower in
the hierarchy than the L3 cache of a CPU. Since edges are only used to model
the hierarchical information, they do not possess any properties. Information
about transfers can be stored in the corresponding edges of the interconnect graph,
instead.
Listing 4.3: Workflow for creating the memory hierarchy graph seen in Figure 4.6
1
2

hwmodel -> addToMemHierarchy(cpu1, ram1)
hwmodel -> addToMemHierarchy(cpu2, ram2)

Figure 4.6: Memory hierarchy graph corresponding to the example of Figure 4.4. The
CPUs are each backed by their node’s local memory.

The graphs have to be generated initially, which can happen manually by the user or
with support from automatic tools. The generating process can generally happen in two
different ways. Either, the graphs can be created one after another and are treated as
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individual modules. This might offer additional composability and the strict separation
of concerns will be beneficial for tools that can not query all relevant structural aspects.
Multiple tools could be used in sequence to generate all graphs and combine them
in the end. This last combination step, however, is non-trivial. Since there are few
restrictions on the graphs, it can not be guaranteed that individually generated graphs
will be isomorphic to each other. Furthermore, different tools might identify different
hardware elements.
As an alternative, the graphs can be generated together, vertex by vertex. Each time a
hardware element is discovered, it is inserted into the consists-of graph and any other
structure it belongs to. It is trivial to keep identifiers synchronized and to keep subgraphs
isomorphic. Therefore, the latter approach is implemented and recommended for the
development of future tools. Listings 4.1 to 4.3 demonstrate how very simple graphs
can be constructed. However, since the generation does not directly influence the other
modules of the design, both approaches remain viable.
More important than the graphs’ generation is the question whether these graphs can
change their topology later on. In theory, it is possible to attach new hardware to a
cluster system or to consider broken nodes as removed from the system. While this
can be expressed through addition or removal of vertices,1 this approach introduces
multiple problems. Firstly, parts of the program that currently hold a descriptor to
the removed vertex have to handle the situation of this descriptor becoming invalid.
Secondly, depending on how the graphs are implemented, all descriptors may become
invalid.2 A different approach was not to remove the vertices themselves, but to define
a property which describes the current status. This would require all hardware elements
that can possibly occur in the system to be created initially. However, in practice this is
not a problem since upgrade intervals in HPC systems are sufficiently large to complete a
simulation without updating the hardware description. Therefore, hardware structures
will be modeled as static and all variable information is handled through additional
metadata.
Metadata In Property Maps

As discussed on page 15, the metadata must be stored efficiently in memory and be
flexible for extension. There are two obvious solutions to attach metadata to the
vertices. Firstly, vertices can be complex structures that hold properties as their data
members in an object oriented fashion (see Figure 4.7). This approach is intuitive and
straightforward, as the object oriented paradigm is well known and closely models
the idea of properties being intrinsic qualities of a vertex. Thanks to the template
metalanguage in C++, these vertex classes can even be extended by the user with custom
properties at compile-time. Furthermore, the data is always stored directly with the
vertex which might improve access times due to caching effects. As a downside, this
implies that all vertices of a graph3 have the same data members and, consequently,
memory is wasted if the property is not used. While some programming languages
allow to solve this problem through inheritance mechanisms, this requires to solve the
so-called expression problem, where a class is converted to one of its specializations
dynamically. C++ lacks a feature called reflection, which makes it highly difficult to solve
this problem efficiently. Therefore, this first approach will inadvertently waste memory.
1

Although only vertices are mentioned here, the same applies for edges.
Such a scenario is possible where data structures guarantee a contiguous memory layout.
3
It is assumed that all vertices of the graph are stored as the same type. While there may be graph libraries
that relax this constraint, none of the investigated libraries allow multiple vertex types.
2
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VertexType:
Structural
MemorySize:
?
ComputeSpeed: ?
VertexType:
Processor
MemorySize:
?
ComputeSpeed: 102.5 GFLOPS

Processor
?
102.5 GFLOPS
VertexType:
Memory
MemorySize:
64 GiB
ComputeSpeed: ?

Figure 4.7: Possible way to attach properties to graphs. Each vertex uses the same
structure to store properties. This wastes memory, since not all properties
are needed at all vertices.
The second possible solution is to use very simple vertices and store the properties as
entries in external structures. The entries can then be associated to the vertices with help
of a mapping. This solves the problem of wasted memory, since the external structures
only hold a property when it is actually used. The vertices themselves can be used to
identify the correct entries in the mapping. Additional properties can be defined by the
user by adding another external structure to the model. The downside of this approach
comes from the added indirection that requires at least one additional step4 to obtain
the property of a vertex. As a trade-off to the increased flexibility and reduced memory
usage, this is considered the preferable solution in most cases.
VertexType

MemorySize

Compute Speed

0.2
0.1.0
0.1.1
0.2.0
0.2.1

0.1.0
0.2.0

0.1.1
0.2.1

Structural
Memory
Processor
Memory
Processor

64 GiB
64 GiB

102.5 GFLOPS
102.5 GFLOPS

Figure 4.8: Consists-of graph with various property maps. The maps only contain entries
for those nodes that actually require it.
In the chosen design, metadata are stored in property maps, where one map is responsible for one type of metadata (see Figure 4.8). Property maps are accessed through a
property manager object that offers a minimalist interface allowing to store and load
individual properties by a tree-ID and to register entirely new maps. After obtaining a
specific property, the user is free to interact with it as necessary. By default, there exist
three properties in the hardware abstraction: vertex name, edge name, and vertex type.
These properties are necessary to ensure basic functionality and are expected to have a
valid value at all times. The main purpose is to have a basic way to filter and search for
specific hardware elements. While names can be chosen freely by the user, the type can
be one of the following:
4

Dereferencing a pointer or a map lookup
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MACHINE Elements that correlate to the typical node in a cluster system.
MEMORY Explicitly addressable memory, like RAM or CUDA Shared Memory.
CACHE Not directly addressable memory elements, like regular CPU caches.
PROCESSING_ELEMENT Hardware used to execute computations. Depending on the

chosen granularity, this could be whole CPUs, individual cores or even single
execution units inside a core.
INTERCONNECT Network elements like switches and routers; possibly also network

interface cards, depending on the level of detail used in the description.
STRUCTURAL Similarly to MACHINE, this type describes hierarchical levels that do not

fit into any of the aforementioned categories.
In addition, the user is free to add further properties through a policy-based mechanism.
A user-defined property map must be encapsulated in a class and registered to the
policy manager at construction time. The class can offer methods to interact with
the custom property and all default properties as well as the structural graphs. If an
interaction between multiple custom properties is required, this can be accomplished
by free functions that access the properties through the property manager interface.
Figure 4.9 displays a basic overview over the discussed design.
HardwareAbstractionBase

GraphInterface
addVertex()
addEdge()
getVertices()
getEdges()

EdgeIDGraph

3

1

vertexNameMap
edgeNameMap
vertexTypeMap

PropertyManager
registerProperty()

TreeIDGraph

InterconnectBandwidth

MemorySize

bandwidthMap

memSizeMap

Properties:typename...

HardwareAbstraction
setProperty()
getProperty()
addElement()
addInterconnect()
ﬁlterElements()

Arbitrary properties
deﬁned as template
arguments

Figure 4.9: UML class diagram of the hardware abstraction design. The actual interface
class can be configured to inherit from multiple different classes in a policybased fashion, each of them adding new functionality. Property maps are
registered in a dedicated property manager class.
Finally, the efficiency of this property design is rather important, since the modeled
systems are likely to become very large. As the variable parameter, the memory consumption is analyzed. Depending on the chosen storage strategy, access times will vary
as well:
In general, the effort to store a property is for the number of nodes p that have this
property attached is in O (p). In terms of access-time, properties can be stored in maps,
which should result in lookup times in the order of O (log p). Although linear behavior is
often acceptable, there exist two possible solutions to reduce the demands even further.
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Firstly, some properties can be applied in a hierarchical manner. A property within
the consists-of graph is considered to be valid for all direct or indirect children. This
also allows to override parent properties in a lower level within the tree. Memory
consumption then depends on the number of child-properties that can be grouped
together. Due to the tree-like nature of the consists-of graph, this can reduce the
necessary properties to roughly O (log p). Lookup of such a hierarchical property, on the
other hand, will take longer than before. For a given vertex in the tree, each parent
vertex must be examined whether it has the property attached or not. This leads to a
logarithmic amounts of lookups, resulting in access times in the order of O (log2 p).
Secondly, it is possible to use some form of copy-on-write mechanism or even deduplication on a property type. In such an implementation, a property is stored only once but
refers to multiple vertices in the consists-of graph. As soon as a property is changed for
a single node in the graph, this change is stored as a new property instance. Memory
consumption is similar to the hierarchical strategy and depends on the number of different property values. Lookup times require an additional access to a deduplication
table, but are otherwise not affected by the tree structure, resulting in a lookup time of
O (2 log p), which is considerably faster than the previous approach.

4.2 The Worker Abstraction
The worker abstraction models run-time behavior of a system in terms of Address Spaces and Workers. The former
Worker Abstraction
are used to express contiguous ranges of memory addresses
as they are offered from an operating system image. On a
Worker–Address-Space
Graph
CPU cluster this might correlate to a single address space
per node, whereas on a CPU/GPU cluster there might be
Graph Library Interface
multiple address spaces per node—one for the CPUs and
a separate address space for each of the GPUs. The actual
Figure 4.10: Internal
address spaces can vary based on the configuration or the
structure of worker ablogical view of a system. This gets especially important for
straction.
platforms like CUDA, where a GPU can access memory of
the host.
The workers correlate to the model of execution on a given platform. On a CPU,
the workers can represent threads, while on a CUDA-based GPU they might refer to
blocks. Due to the wide range of scheduling policies on different hardware platforms
and operating systems, the worker model does not specify more specific details like
preemption.
Each worker is permanently assigned to exactly one address space, but each address
space can have an unlimited number of workers. When modeling a system, the user
decides how many address spaces and how many workers for each address spaces are
instantiated. Similarly to many thread pool-based concepts or the Message Passing
Interface (MPI) standard, the number of workers remains fixed for the whole execution
of a program. The assignment is expressed as a directed graph where vertices are either
workers or address spaces. More specifically, the graph is a forest where the root of each
tree is an address space. Each of these trees has exactly one level of child nodes and
each child is a worker (see Figure 4.11). Vertices in this graph only have a property to
distinguish their type. Therefore, the property is stored directly along the vertex without
the need for a more sophisticated indirection.
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CPU
RAM
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Address Space
Mapping
Edge in Graph

Figure 4.11: Mapping of worker graph to hardware elements. The graph on the left is a
memory hierarchy graph form the hardware model, the graph on the right
is an instance of the worker model.
The worker model obtains its final semantic through a mapping to elements of the
hardware model. In this mapping, address spaces are mapped to memory elements
and workers to processing elements. To express concepts like multi-threading, multiple
workers can be mapped onto the same processing element, but not vice versa. While the
framework offers convenience routines to generate a worker model and a corresponding
mapping, in many cases a more customized approach can be preferable. For example,
the number of workers for a CPU can depend on the number of cores, the clock frequency
or the amount of memory available inside a machine. Therefore, the user can define
a mapping routine without restrictions as long as the resulting mapping is valid. A
mapping is considered valid, if all of the following conditions hold for every address
space:
1. The address space is mapped to a memory element M .
2. Each worker of that address space is mapped to a processing element pi , i ∈ N.
3. For each processing element pi , there exists a path to M in the memory hierarchy
graph of the hardware model.
Based on this mapping, it is possible to reason about the workers in terms of properties
that are actually part of the hardware model. Address spaces can have defined memory
sizes, workers can be described as entities able to process instructions with a certain
speed and energy efficiency. For most further purposes, this abstraction is preferable to
the raw view onto the hardware.

4.3 The Data Abstraction
One of the most important aspects for large-scale simulations is the decomposition of
the simulation domain and, consequently, the distribution of data and data structures
onto the nodes in a cluster system. Figure 4.12 shows an overview of the internal
structure of the data abstraction. The approach chosen for the framework is based on
a strict separation between the actual data and their topology within the simulation
domain. Both domain models are based on a graph structure and use the same graph
library interface as hardware model and worker model. The data model uses a property
interface which follows the same principles as in the hardware model.
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Figure 4.12: Internal structure of data abstraction module in detail. There exists an
abstraction for the simulation domain as well as for the data domains.
Internally, the data domains use a property mechanism similar to the
hardware model. The simulation domain can have different topologies, but
is accessible through a unified interface. Both the data domains and the
simulation domain use the same graph interface as a back-end.
Data Domains

As argued in Section 2.3, data domains are used to store meta information about the
actual simulation data without any knowledge about neighborship or spatial properties
in the physical domain. For a given simulation, the design supports an unlimited number
of such data domains. A domain can be interpreted not only as a specific data type, but
as a data type with a defined semantic within the context of the simulation. The domain
as a whole is a graph where each vertex represents a smaller chunk of the data which is
large enough to be meaningfully processed. These chunks are plain data and have no
relation to each other, therefore a data graph does not use any edges. Vertices, however,
can be created and destroyed at run-time to model the production and consumption of
data elements. As such, vertices are a way to dynamically decompose the data domains
of a simulation.
Since a decomposition is rarely uniform, data amounts represented by vertices will
vary and, consequently, need to be stored for each vertex. In analogy to the discussion
about storing properties for hardware elements (see page 35), it is important to think
about storing properties for vertices in the data domain. This is done using external
property maps similarly to the hardware elements as it does not come with significant
drawbacks and is an already established design. In an attempt to keep the design
consistent across multiple modules, each data domain uses an instance of the same type
of property manager that is also used for the hardware model. This is also beneficial for
the implementation: Not only does it allow to reuse code when creating the interface,
but user code becomes simpler as well, since multiple modules can be accessed through
exactly the same interface. In terms of memory necessary to store the properties, as a
worst-case this scales linearly with the number of properties and the number of vertices.
As an alternative, it could be argued that data elements within a single domain all
have the same properties and, therefore, properties should be stored directly within
the vertices. However, this would imply linear memory consumption for number of
properties and vertices even in the best-case scenario.
By default, a data domain only uses a single property: the amount of data a vertex
represents. As with the hardware model, the user can add arbitrary properties to
each individual vertex of a data domain at run-time. Figure 4.13 depicts two such
data domains that have only the sizes of their vertices annotated. To add additional
properties, the user can inherit from the regular DataDomain class, as depicted in
Figure 4.14.
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Figure 4.13: Schematic view of two data domains. Elements of the domain have the
size annotated as a default property. The domain graphs do not have any
topological structure.
All data domains are accessible through the abstraction layer by their name. The name
is required to be unique and is set at creation of the domain. The abstraction layer
also offers its own property map that is used to store properties that apply globally to a
domain. Examples for these global properties are placement information like a property
defining that data of a specific domain is unsuitable for caching or a property defining
that data is read-only. Such information can be helpful to improve load balancing
and communication: Data that is declared “read-only” can be considered constant.
Therefore, it is possible to duplicate data entries across multiple nodes, which can result
in a beneficial time–memory trade-off as more memory is consumed globally, while
the communication overhead can be reduced if multiple nodes request the same data
element. If data is considered unsuitable for caching, a metric could respect this when
calculating transfer speeds, since it can be assumed that the data is fetched from memory
more often than other elements.
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Figure 4.14: UML class diagram of the data abstraction module. Data domains can be
extended by custom classes that add additional properties. The simulation
domain serves as an interface for different topologies that are realized in
individual classes. The actual class used is then supplied as a template
argument.
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Simulation Domain

To complement the data domains by providing the topological information, the simulation domain is modeled as a directed graph. The domain is decomposed into cells, based
on the chosen granularity of the simulation. Each cell is represented in the graph as a
vertex. Vertices are connected by an edge if and only if their corresponding cells are
considered to be neighbors in the simulation domain. The topology of this neighbor
relation is based on the meshing used in the simulation. More generally, the exact
definition of the term neighbor is left to the user. For a particle-in-cell code, it describes
cells that are spatially adjacent. Edges can be labeled to discriminate between multiple
edges originating from the same vertex. Since the model does not restrict how many
edges between two vertices are allowed, the graph is actually a directed multigraph
where edges have their own identity.
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Figure 4.15: Two-dimensional graph of a grid-like simulation domain. Vertices can be
reached through edges that are labeled in analogy to cardinal points.
Based on these edges it is possible to address neighbors of a vertex in terms of relative
positions and without any knowledge of the global location in the graph. This is further
supported by the fact that edges are directed. As an example, a two-dimensional grid of
vertices that are connected in up to four directions can be labeled as seen in Figure 4.15.
From a given vertex, neighbors can be defined in terms of the outgoing or incoming
edge. Here, cardinal points are used for relative positions and a vertex can have a
“northern”, “southern”, “eastern”, and “western” neighbors. Due to the direction of
edges, the “southern” neighbor of a vertex v will have v as its “northern” neighbor.
The data abstraction module only refers to the simulation domain through an abstract
interface that must be implemented for a given topology. Based on this implementation,
the existing edges can vary and have to be discovered through a C++ type trait. Figure 4.14 displays the case where a two-dimensional grid is chosen as the topology and
graph implementation that also stores xy-coordinates inside the vertices as additional
positioning information.
In general, it is possible to construct cases where either no meaningful physical domain
exists or more than one physical domain is necessary to describe all processes in a
simulation. In the initial design, these cases are omitted, but could easily be added later
on. However, a large amount of simulations requires only a single simulation domain
and is not affected by this restriction. To emulate the first case, one could define a
physical domain that contains only a single element. The second case can be modeled
by adding multiple physical domains to the abstraction and extending the mapping and
the interface to explicitly state which physical domain is used.
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Association Of Data Domains To Simulation Domain
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Figure 4.16: Mapping of two data domains into physical domain. Through the mapping,
the previously unordered data elements are put in a spatial context. Items
from data domain B are mapped onto multiple positions simultaneously.
The separate descriptions of data domains and simulation domain are finally combined
through a mapping. Since the data domains can be distributed differently, there exists
one distinct mapping for each data domain, where data elements from the domain
are assigned to positions in the physical domain. As a result of the mapping, the data
domain obtains a topological context and for a data element neighboring elements can
be found through the edge labels defined by the physical domain.
The mapping is either created by automated tools and submitted to the framework or
can be constructed step by step through an API. Depending on the use-case it can be
desirable to map a data element to multiple positions in the physical domain. This is
often the case for static data like physical constants which are read multiple times but
will never change. Figure 4.16 shows a setup with two data domains that are mapped
into the same physical domain. For example, the physical domain might be the world
grid in a two-dimensional Game Of Life. Domain A might be the liveliness-states of the
cells, whereas domain B represents a coefficient that influences the rule-set, e.g. how
many neighbors need to be alive to ensure survival of the cell. Only after mapping the
data domains, the actual layout of the simulation is known.
In most cases, the topology of the data can be utilized to improve placement of data to
actual hardware in later steps. However, there exists no established general rule on how
a topology is used by a simulation. For example, particle-in-cell codes require particle
data from their direct topological neighbors. The field data, on the other hand, does not
need to be transferred to any neighbors, despite a topological neighbor relationship that
might exist. Some image processing algorithms might not only use data from their direct
neighbors, but also from two or three hops further away. Therefore, it is not possible to
determine placement of data only based on the topology information obtained from the
mapping presented here.
Mapping Of Data Domains To Worker Model

The actual hardware location where data elements are supposed to be stored is described
indirectly through another mapping. Obviously, all data elements need to be stored
inside memory elements of the hardware abstraction. However, data is not mapped
to hardware elements, but to the worker abstraction presented in Section 4.2. Based
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Figure 4.17: Mapping of two data domains to workers.
on the location of a worker and its corresponding address space, it is then possible to
reason about the actual hardware that is used to store data.
Since each data element is part of a data domain, there exists an individual mapping for
each data domain. As with the association of data domains to the physical domain, this
mapping can either be created by a tool or constructed incrementally. The framework
does offer helper routines that can be used to generate more trivial mappings which
serve as a baseline for more sophisticated layouts. Ultimately, the user is responsible
for the creation of a valid mapping, while it is possible for the framework to verify the
validity after the fact. Here, validity is defined as the possibility to actually store the
described data in the available memory when the simulation is run.
The position of the data elements in memory will determine not only validity, but play
an important role for the performance of the executed algorithms. Depending on which
neighboring data elements a worker requires for processing, it is important to reduce
transmission overhead. To that end, the interconnect hierarchy, the size of memory
elements as well as the amounts of data are important.
For the mapping of data elements, it is possible to utilize properties of the data domains
themselves. These properties might be helpful to determine a more optimal mapping
and can be used by the user or the automatic tools. For example, data domains that
are considered “read only”, i.e. that contain static data that is never modified, can be
placed in multiple address spaces. According to the worker model, this implies that
these data items are present in multiple memory elements of the cluster system. This
can improve access times since the requested data item can be fetched from the closest
location instead of a fixed one. While it is possible to place regular modifiable data in
a similar way, this creates a problem of synchronization between accesses. Therefore,
knowledge of data properties can be helpful in the evaluation of a mapping.
Apart from validity checking, the abstraction offers some helper routines to evaluate the
memory balance and data transfer duration. Memory balance can be defined in various
ways and tries to determine if the amount of data is appropriate for the hardware or
address space. In all definitions, the memory balance is quantified by a value in the
interval [0, 1], where 0 represents a worst possible balance and 1 a completely fair
distribution. To determine the final value for a setup using k address spaces, for each
address space the actually mapped data and the ideally balanced values are used to find
a global minimum:
A = {i | 0 ≤ i < k}
actual data for x
b(x) =
ideal data for x
bal ance = min b(x)
x∈A

(4.1)
(4.2)
(4.3)
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Some of the possible metrics are:
Equal Data Per Node Based on the topology of the cluster, the data is distributed in

a way that each node is responsible for storing the same amount of data. As
memory balance is defined in terms of address spaces, this implies that data is
distributed in proportion to the number of different address spaces mapped to a
node. This simple metric is suitable for homogeneous clusters and problems where
the amount of data directly correlates with the computational complexity.
Relative Data Per Memory Based on the memory inside each node, data is distributed

so that larger nodes receive a linearly larger amount of data. In terms of address
spaces, this means data is distributed in proportion to their relative sizes. This
metric is suitable for heterogeneous clusters where compute power somewhat
scales with available memory. This is often the case for incrementally upgraded
cluster systems, where new nodes with better CPUs and more memory are added
every few years.
Relative Data Per GFLOPS An alternative to Relative Data Per Memory, this metric consid-

ers the compute power inside a node instead of the relative memory. Depending on
the problem and available hardware, this might yield better results. For example,
a cluster might have nodes that are equipped with the same CPUs but different
memory sizes, where Relative Data Per Memory would create a load imbalance.
Equal Data Per Worker This metric is only based on workers and not the actual underly-

ing hardware. Each worker is supposed to handle a similar amount of data. In
terms of address spaces, data is distributed according to the amount of workers
that share an address space. Depending on the placement of workers, this metric
is potentially equivalent to one of the metrics mentioned above.
In addition to the balance of data in memory, transfer duration is another interesting
aspect. The abstraction incorporates enough information to reason about bandwidth
between workers and, consequently the time it takes to transfer data elements between
them. This can also strongly influence if a given mapping of data domains to workers is
suitable for a setup. The framework offers an interface to determine transfer duration
between a worker and a specified data item within a (remote) address space. There
exists a default implementation that will take bandwidths between mapped memory
elements and the amount of data into account. It is possible for the user to specify a
more sophisticated algorithm that also considers factors like interconnect package size
and latencies.
Apart from the hardware and the data domains themselves, one of the most important
metrics to evaluate the mapping is the intended use of the data. Therefore, the routines
that operate on the data need to be considered, which is covered in the following
Section.

4.4 The Routine Abstraction
This section describes the abstraction used for the algorithms comprising a simulation.
An atomic step of an algorithm is called a routine and is modeled as a component similar
to Data-Flow oriented programming models [34]. In the following, the structure of
a single component is explained in detail. Afterwards, the mapping of component
instances to workers is described and motivates the use of hierarchies. The section
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closes with a rationale how this description can be used to estimate the run-time of a
simulation and how it interacts with the previously mentioned abstractions.
Component Model For Routines

Routine components represent atomic parts of an algorithm that operate on a defined
part of the simulation domain using defined data elements to produce output in a
predictable fashion. The first important question is concerned with the granularity
of components. On the one hand, it is not feasible to express single instructions, e.g.
incrementing a counter, since the overhead would simply be too large. On the other
hand, putting an entire time-step into a single component is not too useful either,
since it limits the possible decompositions and parallelism that the programming model
potentially offers. Although ultimately up to the user, the suggested granularity is similar
to that of a CUDA kernel or a non-trivial C++ function.

d1self
d1left

f

d1self

routine component
I/O port

Figure 4.18: Depiction of a component for routine f . This component defines input
from data domain d1 from the position where the component is located
(self ) and the position left from the current position. The output is then
written to data domain d1 at the same position.
A component (see Figure 4.18) receives its input data through input ports and is designed
to be executed in the context of a cell of the simulation domain. Consequently, its input
data is defined in terms of the neighborship relation between these cells and the correct
data domains: Each input port is labeled with the name of a data domain and a
neighborship relation that is relative to the cell where the component is located. For
example, in a 2-dimensional Game Of Life, one data domain is the liveliness state of
a cell. A component can be responsible to compute the next liveliness state of a cell.
As input, it defines 5 input ports: liveliness from the cell above, below, left, and right;
additionally, liveliness on the cell itself.
To estimate the complexity of a routine f , the component defines an effort function e f .
The effort function is a mathematical model that uses properties of data elements from
the input ports to compute a value that corresponds to the compute effort necessary
to process the given input. In many cases, this effort function is a polynomial with
the properties of input ports as weights. For Game Of Life, this might produce a
constant value, while for particle movements in a PIC simulation, the number of particles
from each neighboring cell will be used as weights to influence the duration of the
computation.
Finally, a component also offers an arbitrary number of output ports. In analogy to the
input ports, these are bound to a specific domain and locate data elements within this
domain relative to their own, using the neighborship relation defined on the physical
domain.
As mentioned above, the concept behind these components is based on Data-Flow
programming. That means, components can be executed at any time, provided their
input is available. In the meta description offered here, this dependency needs to be
modeled explicitly. If a component g depends on a component f , it will only be able
to run, after f wrote all its output to the correct locations. Figure 4.19 depicts such a
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situation where the dependency arises since g reads from the same data location that
is written by f . Note, that the dependencies exist between entire components rather
than between their output- and input-ports. This reflects the strict separation between
routines and data elements.

d1self
d1left

f

d1self

routine component
I/O port
dependency
hierarchical group

d1self
d2self

g

d2self

Figure 4.19: Two components with dependencies. Component g depends on the completion of f , since it requires the input d1sel f that is generated by f . Note,
that a dependency always exists between entire components instead of
their ports. The user can group closely related components in a hierarchy
to indicate that they should always be mapped to the same worker.

Component Hierarchies For Simplified Mappings

For components that are closely related and would ideally be executed together, it is
useful to indicate that they should be mapped as a group. This situation is common when
routines must be executed sequentially on the same data. An ideal mapping is likely
to place these components on the same hardware anyway, since the data transfers can
be reduced and the processor can shift its effort from one component to the following.
While this mapping may very well result from an optimization, it is often useful to
explicitly state the group. This hierarchy can then be used in the mapping to always
schedule multiple components as one, which increases granularity for the optimization
algorithm.
When multiple components with dependencies, as described above, are executed on the
same hardware, the hardware itself is capable to optimize some data accesses through
caching. In Figure 4.19, one component was directly dependent on the output of its
predecessor. If this data item is modeled to be placed in RAM, then the model will
assume that f has to write into the RAM and g has to read the same data from RAM
again. In practice, this is often optimized by the CPU through a transparent cache. In the
model, it is possible to describe this feature through the introduction of an additional
component that represents the cache.
Figure 4.20 shows how this might be accomplished: At first, an additional data domain
c1 is defined. This domain requires properties that restrict the mapping of data elements
so that it is placed in caches instead of regular RAM. Component f does no longer
write to data domain d1 directly, but writes to c1 instead. Similarly, component g
reads not from d1, but from c1. Finally, the component c is required to update data
domain d1 from the cached elements in c1, which resembles a write-back cache. From
a dependency perspective, the components c and g are independent from each other,
so they can be executed in parallel. This is an accurate representation, since the CPU
and memory controller are usually able to perform these write-back operations in the
background without impacting the ALU.
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Figure 4.20: Two components depend on f . Component c models a write-back cache to
express improved data access speed when components f and g are placed
on the same hardware.
Deployment Of Components To Workers

A component as described above is always meant to be a local description with its inputs
defined as relative positions of cells on the physical domain (see Figure 4.21). As such,
it serves as a template that needs to be deployed for each cell of the physical domain.
To that end, instances of the components are created for each cell of the physical
domain. Figure 4.22 displays such a creation process. These component instances are
then assigned to workers from the worker model through a mapping. The mapping
correlates each component instance to a worker and each worker can be responsible for
multiple instances. When components are grouped into hierarchies, the instances are
also grouped and are intended to be mapped to the same worker.
The semantic of such an assignment of an instance to a worker is such that the worker
will execute the routine represented by the component. To that end, the worker is
required to fetch all data items described by the input ports, process the routine itself
on these data, and write the resulting data items back to the locations specified by the
output ports of the instance. This processing is done by the hardware to which the
worker is mapped and the data items are loaded from and stored to the memories to
which the workers have (direct or remote) access to.
The expansion process, where component instances are generated is done automatically
by the framework. The user is responsible for mapping these instances to the workers.
This can be supported by automatic tools that produce a mapping as input to the
framework. Alternatively, the user can generate this mapping step by step through an
API.
The mapping is actually very similar to the mapping of data domains. A routine
corresponds to a whole data domain and component instances of this routine correspond
Routine Model
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Figure 4.21: Two components and a small simulation domain model.
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Instantiated Routine Graph
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Figure 4.22: Instances of components f and g are created for each cell of the domain
model shown in Figure 4.21.

to items within this data domain. The dependency graph corresponds to the physical
domain. The former gives a structure to the components, and in extension to the
component instances. It is the entity that connects all component instances in the
simulation.
The latter gives structure to the items in the data domains and connects all data items
of the simulation.

Run-Time Estimation

Following the semantic of a mapping, it is possible to estimate the execution time of
a component instance. Based on the dependency graph and all other instances, it is
then possible to reason about the execution time of the entire simulation under the
current mapping. Apart from the raw time to completion, this can also be a measure
of the load balancing within the cluster system: For a balanced execution, all workers
will take roughly the same time to execute their component instances until completion.
Obviously, an ideal execution is balanced. Note, however, that a balanced execution is
not necessarily ideal.
The execution of a single instance can be split into three parts: The acquisition of input
data, the processing of this data and the storing of the final output.
The first and last step are concerned with transferring data from a memory where the
data is located, to the processing element where the worker is mapped to. The duration
necessary for the data transfer is influenced by the amount of data to be transferred and
the available bandwidth between the vertices involved. Data has to be passed along a
path between the vertices in the interconnect graph. The minimal available bandwidth
between two adjacent vertices within this path is the bottleneck that ultimately limits
the sustained throughput. The duration of a computation may be optimally balanced if
every component instance can access it’s input data through a (local) high bandwidth
link. However, it may also be balanced if all data is always accessed remotely, which will
take significantly more time. Therefore, not only pure balancing, but also absolute times
are necessary to evaluate the quality of a mapping. Interesting properties to assess this
quality are data amounts, interconnect bandwidth, latencies, link stability, and channel
coding. For a given interconnect graph in hardware, transferring a data element x from
vertex j to vertex i can be calculated as follows:
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Ei, j = { d | d is an edge on the path from i to j }

(4.4)

b(v) = bandwidth of edge v

(4.5)

bandwidth(i, j) = min b(e)

(4.6)

e∈Ei, j

transfer(i, x) =

j is the vertex where x is stored
i is the destination vertex for x

size(x)
bandwidth(i, j)

(4.7)

The second step to evaluate execution time of a component f is the processing of the
data itself. Assuming that there exist k instances, all input data for a component instance
f i with 0 ≤ i < k is readily available, the necessary time is calculated from the effort
function e f (i) and the speed of the processing element p where the worker is mapped
to ( speedw (p) ). The effort function is a polynomial that receives its coefficients from
the input data elements. It results in an abstract metric like number of floating point
operations that represent the computational effort necessary to process the input. The
hardware requires a property that maps this abstract metric to a real-world time frame,
like FLOPS. Based on these values, the processing time of a component instance f i can
be computed like this:
C = { c | c is a coefficient for data at an input port }
X
e f (i) =
l · coe ff l
coe ff l ∈ C

(4.8)
(4.9)

l∈L

To obtain the total time necessary to execute a component instance f i , the transfer
duration for all data elements is combined with the processing time:
L = { l | l is a data element for an input port }
S = { s | s is a data element for an output port }
e f (i)
timeToProcessi =
speedw (p)
totalTimei = timeToProcessi + max transfer(i, l) + max transfer(i, s)
l∈L

s∈S

(4.10)
(4.11)
(4.12)
(4.13)

Finally, the execution time of the whole system can be determined. This estimation is
based on two factors: On the one hand, the dependencies between different routines.
On the other hand, which components are scheduled on the same hardware.
Components with dependencies in their routine definition are to be executed sequentially,
no matter where they are scheduled. In addition, components executing on the same
hardware cores also need to be executed sequentially, albeit in no specific order. Thus,
the order of these components is actually another parameter that can be tuned to
optimize execution time.
The precise estimation of this execution time can become computationally expensive: Not
only must every component instance be considered, but also the possible parallelization
and sequentialization based on simultaneously mapped components. However, an upper
bound can be determined by the following algorithm:
1. For each processing element in hardware, determine the components scheduled to
it and calculate the sum of execution times, including data transfers, for all these
components.
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2. For all possible paths through the component dependency graph, create a set of
hardware components that includes all processing elements that execute at least
one processing element on this path. Include each hardware component at most
once.
3. For each set of hardware components, sum the execution times of its elements.
Execution times are the ones determined in Item 1.
4. The upper bound for the execution time of the whole system is the maximum sum
obtained from any of these sets.
Based on these data, it is already possible to create heuristics for mappings that optimize
with regards to execution time and balanced execution. For example, in a simple Game
Of Life model there might exist a single routine that computes the next liveliness state
on a position in the simulation domain. If the effort estimation predicts linear compute
time based on the amount of input data, the distribution of components for that routine
will be linear in the compute power of the executing nodes and the data assigned to
the components. This allows the construction of two trivial scenarios: Assuming a
homogeneous cluster, the distribution of components is then linearly correlated to the
data distribution. Nodes that hold more cells of the simulation domain will need to
compute linearly more positions to achieve a balanced load. On the other hand, if we
assume an inhomogeneous cluster with stronger and weaker nodes that all hold exactly
the same amount of cells. An ideal distribution of components would assign more
components to the nodes with higher compute power, linearly to their speed. Note, that
both of these scenarios completely ignored data transfers between nodes for reasons of
simplicity.
For more complex dependency networks of components, the balancing task can grow
arbitrarily complex. Finding better distributions of components among the hardware as
well as an ideal execution order of components mapped on each compute node can be
further optimized through custom algorithms. Scheduling theory as well as optimization
algorithms like simulated annealing are likely candidates for such endeavors.

4.5 Summary
This chapter discussed the four building blocks that make up the design of the framework:
hardware, data, worker, and routine model. For each model, the design decisions were
motivated. Each model abstracts an orthogonal concept and is combined with the other
models through mappings. Each model is based on graphs to represent structure.
The hardware model consists of three graphs that describe the internal structure of
the hardware. A tree-based identification scheme was described to uniquely address
hardware elements. In order to reduce memory consumption in the planned implementation, any additional information is added to the graphs in form of metadata. To
remain flexible in the future with respect to new developments in the hardware sector,
this metadata is not further specified and can be extended by the user.
The worker model was introduced to provide a thin abstraction above the potentially
complex hardware model. Workers and address spaces within this abstraction are
associated to the hardware by a graph mapping.
The design emphasizes a separation of data elements and their topology within the
context of a scientific simulation. The former contain data elements and metadata, the
latter forms the basis for domain decomposition of data and routines. Multiple possible
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metrics were discussed that can be used when associating data elements to the workers,
the appropriate choice is left to a domain expert.
The design of the routine model is based on the idea of data-flow programming. It
aims to provide the domain expert with a tool to implicitly express parallelism through
a declarative dependency description. As with the other models, the association of
components to workers is intended to be a graph mapping. Finally, the notion of an
effort function was introduced to allow for an estimation of the workload that a given
component represents. Alongside the effort function, it was explained how the entire
time necessary for a single simulation step can be estimated based on a combination of
all designed blocks.
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5 Implementation
The last chapter contained a comprehensive design guide for the Dodo framework. This
chapter will cover the most important decisions regarding the actual implementation
as a C++ library on a single node. Firstly, the abstractions of the Boost Graph Library
and Boost Property Maps are motivated and presented. Then, the application of these
abstractions as well as other constructs is explained for each of the four building blocks
of the design. For each of those blocks, the usage is explained by modeling parts of a
Game Of Life simulation. The chapter closes with an outlook on how the framework can
be modified to become a distributed application.

5.1 Abstraction Of Existing Libraries
The entire framework places a strong focus on graphs and property maps both in its
design and implementation. In the C++ environment, the Boost libraries provide widely
acknowledged solutions for these tasks through the Boost Graph Library and Boost
Property Maps, see Section 3.3. However, there exist multiple reasons why directly
using these libraries is ill-advised:
For example, the BGL often feels overly complicated to use due to a variety of template
parameters and many decisions that are handed to the end-user. This is not only
inconvenient, but also error-prone and can result in errors that are difficult to fix.
Furthermore, there already exist alternative libraries, like LEMON [12], that might
prove to perform better in certain scenarios.
Therefore, the façade design pattern was used to create wrappers for both libraries that
expose exactly the required features. This reduces complexity while using the libraries
and also allows to replace the actual libraries by other implementations that use a
different interface. Only the wrappers have to be adapted and the remaining framework
can stay unchanged.
BGL Wrapper

BGL usually uses a graph object and provides a set of free functions that operate on
said object. The graph object itself does not offer any methods to reason about the
structure of the graph or to modify it. This is beneficial, since new functionality can
always be added through new free functions. The implemented wrapper provides
an object-oriented interface where all used functionality is accessed through member
methods. This restricts the required interface to a manageable number of functions.
BGL allows a fine-grained customization of the data structures used within the graph
object. Different graphs in the Dodo framework require different setups of these data
structures. To keep the variable parameter as small as possible, the wrapper was split up
in two stages: A base wrapper, SimpleBGL, that offers a restricted set of methods and
full freedom regarding the data structures; and a number of extensions that all inherit
from the base wrapper and specialize the remaining free parameters to generate a new
type of graph object.
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Examples for these new graph objects are the TreeIDGraph, which stores tree-IDs
directly in its vertices and also provides an inverse lookup-table from tree-IDs to the
actual graph vertices; or the InterconnectGraph, that allows multiple edges between
vertices by storing them in a multiset. Such a graph object can also add additional
methods that are specific for the task of the new type. Each building block of the
framework uses at least one of these custom types.
Property Maps Wrapper

Boost Property Maps consist of two parts: An object with a map-like interface
like std::map that provides the actual memory, and a wrapper called boost::
associative_property_map<T> which holds a reference to that object. The
wrappers can then be stored in a boost::dynamic_properties object and referenced by a std::string.
Within the Dodo framework, this mechanism is encapsulated in a PropertyManager
class. This class has two responsibilities: Firstly, it encapsulates the boost::
dynamic_properties object and offers an interface to store and retrieve individual entries or register entirely new property types. Secondly, it provides a
type template MapType<T> that is used to generate the type for the boost::
associative_property_map<T>. By abstracting this type definition, the framework
itself is decoupled from the types that are required by the Boost library.
Instances of PropertyManager are used at all places where properties are annotated
to a graph. Currently, no mechanism for deduplication or copy-on-write of hardware
properties is implemented. It remains an open question whether a general abstraction
layer should exist within the PropertyManager itself, or if individual properties should
implement such mechanisms themselves. The former would greatly ease the creation of
new properties, while the latter would result in optimized implementations that only
use this reduction strategy where it is beneficial.
Possible Extension To Distributed Systems

Apart from the good documentation and their widespread usage, there is another benefit
of using the aforementioned Boost libraries: There exist alternative implementations—
Parallel BGL and Distributed Property Maps—that spread their data among the cluster
nodes of a distributed system. This allows for vastly larger system models than their
single-node counterparts. As the BGL also incorporates graph algorithms, these are
available in a parallel implementation as well.
Currently, only the single-node versions are present in the implementation. Due to the
abstraction within Boost itself as well as the added wrappers, the necessary changes for
future conversions to the distributed data structures are kept at a minimum.

5.2 The Hardware Abstraction
For the hardware model described in Section 4.1, the two specializations of
the SimpleBGL graph type are already mentioned above: TreeIDGraph and
InterconnectGraph. For both of these graph types, vertices are considered nonremovable. Therefore, vertices are stored in contiguous memory, namely std::vector.
The same applies for the edges in the TreeIDGraph. Compared to other structures,
this saves some space but can increase time-complexity when inserting one element
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after another. This is a common observation with contiguous memory data structures:
when the allocated memory is filled up, inserting a new element triggers a reallocation
of a larger chunk and all elements are copied over. This behavior is not considered
problematic, since the graphs are only constructed once at the beginning of the
execution.
As mentioned in the previous section, the TreeIDGraph contains an inverse mapping
from tree-IDs to vertex descriptors of the graph itself. Although there exist multiple
instances of the TreeIDGraph, it is not possible to use a unified map for all of them,
since vertex descriptors are not identical within the graph.
The extensibility of the hardware model is established through a combination of
policy-based design [2] and inheritance: The aforementioned structures and methods
to manipulate them are located in the HardwareAbstractionBase class, which
thereby provides the most basic functionality. The actual interface is the class
HardwareAbstraction, which inherits from the base class. This interface is then
extended through the policy-based design, as additional classes can be injected at
compile-time as template parameters. Each type suitable as such an extension must
inherit from the class ExtensionInterface. From a strictly technical point of view,
this inheritance is not strictly necessary. For example, C++ concepts would allow to create
less closely coupled extensions and still allow type-safe verification of the necessary
capabilities. from a technical point of view, it eases the verification of the extension
through metaprogramming. Listing 5.1 shows the interface constructor, where the
inheritance relationship for each extension is verified.
A metafunction, boost::mpl::for_each, is called for all supplied extension types
to generate code that iterates over these types. For each extension, a static assert is
used to ensure the correct inheritance relationship. The boost metafunction is designed
to instantiate each of its iterables, which can be a a problem for types that are not
default-constructible. As a solution, the metafunction only iterates over pointers of the
extension types, which prevents instantiation of the classes. This trick necessitates the
use of std::decay later on. This loop is completely evaluated at compile-time and
does not cause any run-time overhead.
The evaluation of functions defined in the interface is demonstrated in Listing 5.2: Again,
this is done using boost::mpl to iterate over the extension types. In this example,
the countPropsIntern() method should be called on each extension. Since the
class inherits from all extensions, the function name is present multiple times and
must be qualified precisely by prefixing it with the correct class name. That means,
if there is an extension MemorySize, the method must be called as MemorySize::
countPropsIntern(). This is not to be confused with static methods. Here, actually,
the method is implicitly called on the this pointer of the object itself, becoming
this->MemorySize::countPropsIntern(). The loop is unrolled at compile-time,
resulting in a sequence of calls to the countPropsIntern() method, each qualified
with one of the extensions.
An extension can not only add properties and methods defined in the interface, but also arbitrary methods that add new functionality. For example, the
InterconnectBandwidth extension adds not only properties for bandwidth and
latency of interconnects between hardware elements, but also a method called
getTransferTime() to calculate the duration of a data transfer between elements.
To that end, each edge of the interconnect graph is weighted by its available bandwidth
and latency for a given amount of data. The result of this weighting is a transfer
duration that is used as the metric for Dijkstra’s algorithm to find the optimal path.
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Listing 5.1: Example how extensions are verified to fulfill the required interface.
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12

13
14
15
16

HardwareAbstraction() :
T_Extensions()...
{
boost::mpl::for_each< boost::mpl::vector<T_Extensions*...
> >(
[]( auto i )
{
static_assert(
std::is_base_of<
ExtensionInterface,
typename std::decay< decltype( *i ) >::
type
>::value,
"Extension does not inherit from
ExtensionInterface"
);
}
);
}

Listing 5.2: Using the meta-function to call a method defined in all extension policies.
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14

auto
countProperties()->
std::size_t
{
std::size_t s = countPropertiesBase( );
boost::mpl::for_each< boost::mpl::vector<T_Extensions*...
> >(
[&s, this]( auto i )
{
s += std::decay<decltype(*i)>::type::
countPropsIntern();
}
);
return s;
}
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Hardware Model For Game Of Life

The hardware abstraction can now be used to model a cluster system suitable for a
Game Of Life Simulation. As a first step, a type for the hardware abstraction is defined
through the HardwareAbstraction interface and all extension types are supplied as
template parameters. In Listing 5.3, the model allows to add the compute power to the
vertices and a bandwidth property to the edges of the interconnect graph.
The system will consist of 4 compute nodes that are added as children to the structural
Cluster vertex. Each node consists of one memory vertex and 4 cores. The memory
is modeled as directly connected to the node, whereas the cores are connected to the
memory. Up until this stage, only the individual nodes are described.
Listing 5.3 demonstrates the setup of the interconnect topology as a 2D torus. To aid
with the boundary conditions, the boost::grid_graph class is used to construct a
skeleton which can be used to find which nodes are to be connected with each other.
While iterating over the vertices of the skeleton grid, the outgoing edges are examined to
find destination vertices. This information is then converted to edges for the interconnect
graph.

5.3 The Worker Abstraction
The worker abstraction uses only a single graph that contains vertices representing
both address spaces and actual workers. Vertices are distinguished through a property
directly embedded in the vertex. This done to preserve space, as the relevant flag is just
a plain integer value. Using an external map would at least double the space overhead,
without providing any benefits.
The number of workers and address spaces is monotonously increasing, therefore a
std::vector is used as storage. Edges, however, might change as workers migrate
between address spaces. To keep the descriptors valid, a std::list is required by the
boost graph library.
In and of itself, the worker model is only a thin abstraction layer. Instead, the main
functionality arises from the mapping of workers to hardware components. The core
responsibility of the mapping is to keep track of which workers and address spaces are
located on which hardware elements. To that end, the mapping holds pointers to both
the hardware model and the worker model. Vertices from these models are related by
two maps that contain information about worker and address spaces. Each of these
maps uses tree-IDs as keys and a collection of vertex descriptors of the worker model
as values. Through such a OneToNMap, multiple workers can be assigned to the same
hardware, but each worker is only present on one hardware element at a time. Initial
maps need to be supplied by the user and can be generated through external functions.
The interface provides an API to edit and query existing mappings. To aid with the
creation of the initial maps, a helper method is provided. This method can create trivial
mappings where an arbitrary number of workers is placed on each core for a list of
compute nodes. More specific mapping functions can be based on this example. Through
the query interface, it is able to reason about workers and address spaces in terms of the
properties provided by the hardware model. These queries can be implemented as free
functions, which allows users to add arbitrary functionality that can utilize hardware
model extensions.
For example, the framework ships with multiple functions that utilize existing hardware
extensions like execution speed and memory sizes. These functions provide functionality
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Listing 5.3: First part of the Game Of Life hardware description. The type for the
hardware abstraction is defined and the individual nodes are described.
1
2
3
4

using MyHWAbs = ::HardwareAbstraction<
extension::VertexSpeed,
extension::InterconnectBandwidth
>;

5
6
7
8

auto hwa = std::make_shared<MyHWAbs>();
auto rootNode = hwa->addRoot("Cluster", VertexType::
STRUCTURAL);
std::vector<MyHWAbs::HardwareID> computeNodes(4);

9
10
11
12
13

14

15
16
17

for( size_t i = 0; i < 4 ; ++i)
{
// each compute node gets 4 cores
nodes[i] = hwa->add("CompNode", VertexType::MACHINE,
rootNode);
auto memory = hwa->add("RAM", VertexType::MEMORY,
nodes[i]);
auto memEdge = hwa->addInterconnectBidirectional(
memory, nodes[i], "PCIe");
hwa->setProperty( "InterconnectBandwidth", memEdge,
10000 );

18

// For each core
for( int j = 0 ; j < 4 ; ++j )
{
auto core = hwa->add("Core",
VertexType::COMPUTE, nodes[i]);
hwa->setProperty("VertexSpeed", core, 2400);

19
20
21
22
23
24
25

auto edge = hwa->addInterconnectBidirectional(
memory, core, "FSB");
hwa->setProperty("InterconnectBandwidth", edge,
100000);

26
27
28

29

hwa->addToMemHierarchy( core, memory );

30

}

31
32

}
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Listing 5.4: Second part of the Game Of Life description. The interconnect topology
between compute nodes is created based on a skeleton created by boost.
1

2
3

// creation of a template onto which the nodes will be
pinned
boost::array< std::size_t, 2 > lengths = { { 2, 2 } };
boost::grid_graph< 2 > grid( lengths, { { true, true} } );

4
5
6
7
8
9
10

// iterate over the template and assign actual compute nodes
for( unsigned vid = 0 ; vid < nodes.size() ; ++vid )
{
// get the vertices in the HW description and the grid
auto treeID = nodes[vid];
auto gridVertex = vertex( vid, grid );

11

// iterate over edges
for( auto e : boost::make_iterator_range(
out_edges( gridVertex, grid)
) )
{
auto toGVertex = get(boost::vertex_index, grid, e.
second);
auto toTreeID = nodes[ toGVertex ];
auto edge = hwa->addInterconnect(
treeID, toTreeID, "Infiniband" );
hwa->setProperty( "InterconnectBandwidth", edge,
1000 );
}

12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21

22
23

}
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Listing 5.5: Creation of a worker model and a trivial mapping. Each worker refers to
one MPI rank.
1
2
3
4
5
6
7

8

// Model the MPI ranks as workers.
// 4 Workers on each node (one per Core)
int workersPerCore = 1;
auto workerModel = std::make_shared< worker::Model >( );
worker2hardware::Interface< MyHWAbs > worker2hwMapping(
workerModel, hwa );
worker2hwMapping.genTrivialMapping( workersPerCore,
{"CompNode"} );
assert( checkMemoryLegality( worker2hwMapping ) );

like obtaining the execution speed of a worker, which depends on the number of workers
that are resident on the worker’s assigned core; or validating that the mutual address
space of several workers is actually located on a hardware element that lies within the
memory hierarchy of all involved cores.
Modeling Worker For Game Of Life

As the hardware modeled in the previous section is homogeneous, the most obvious
worker model is also one that uses an equal number of workers on each compute node.
First, an empty worker model is created and linked with an empty mapping. Then, the actual mapping is generated through an internal helper method genTrivialMapping().
Parameters for this method are the number of workers that should be placed on each
core and a std::vector of vertex names that correspond to machines that have internal cores. This vector construct allows to select only certain vertices on which workers
should be placed. For the chosen hardware model, all compute nodes use the string
"CompNode", so an in-place constructed vector with only a single element is sufficient
to select all compute nodes. In this case, one worker is assigned to each core on the
compute node. As the hardware model features 4 cores for each node, this results in
16 evenly distributed workers. The assert macro at the end validates that all workers
have valid address spaces, as defined in Section 4.2.
The benefit of the strict separation between the four building blocks can now be observed
directly: In case of a changed hardware layout, these modifications can be expressed
entirely through a change within the hardware model and a new mapping of workers.

5.4 The Data Abstractions
The data abstraction contains two main components: The simulation domain and
multiple data domains. These components are then combined to form the data space
with topological information.
A simulation domain is created by inheriting from two interfaces, SimulationDomain
and the SimulationDomainMapInterface. The former provides a data structure
to store the simulation domain is the CoordinateGraph and the access to it. This
specialization of the SimpleBGL type uses std::vector to store both vertices and
edges, as the topology of the physical domain is considered static for an entire simulation.
SimulationDomainMapInterface defines an interface to find neighbors of vertices
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within a topology. Possible neighbors are available through a C++ trait that makes
an enum available which contains all possible directions for edges in the physical
domain. Classes inheriting from both these interfaces can choose freely how the
physical domain is generated and interconnected. In any case, it is mandatory to
provide a template specialization for the trait strict Directions<T>, so that the
interface can be automatically generated by the compiler. The framework provides
two example topologies: WrappedGrid2D, a 2D torus; and WrappedGrid3D, an
orthogonally connected 3D cube that wraps around in all directions.
The data domains are completely independent from the physical domain. Each domain
collects its data elements as vertices in a DataGraph type, which again is a specialization of the SimpleBGL graph where edges are fixed but vertices can appear and
reappear as data elements are split or merged. Therefore, vertices are stored in a std::
list. The association of data elements to positions is stored within each data element
in a OneToNMap. This class was already used to assign workers to hardware elements
in Section 5.3. Here, one data item can be present at multiple locations at once, as motivated in Section 4.3. Note, that only the vertex descriptor type of CoordinateGraph
is required, as the topological information is not present at this stage. The DataDomain
class also offers the interface to obtain data from certain positions and move items
directly to different positions.
Furthermore, each data domain houses its own PropertyManager (see Section 5.1)
to store arbitrary properties for each data item. Currently, data domains come only
equipped with a single property to describe the size of individual data elements. As
before, properties must be addressed through a std::string.
Finally, the simulation domain and all data domains are collected by the data abstraction
interface. Only at this stage is an actual topology implied for the data elements and,
consequently, methods to query about neighboring data elements are available. Through
the data abstraction, it is possible to manipulate properties of any available data domain.
For consistency, data domains are identified through a string, similar to their internal
properties.
Once the data abstraction is completed, it must be mapped to an instance of the worker
model. This process is similar to the mapping of workers to hardware: The mapping
interface holds both the worker and data models as pointers and receives an instance of
OneToNMap. This map is supplied by the user and each worker can hold an arbitrary
amount of data items. Again, the interface offers methods to query the current state
and modify it by moving data items to other workers.
Free functions can be used to reason about the quality of an existing mapping or to
modify it accordingly. The framework comes with three example functions: The first,
distributeRoundRobin(), assigns data elements to workers in a trivial round robin
scheme. If there are more data elements than workers, multiple data items are placed on
each worker. The second function, getDataTransferTime() can be used calculate
how long it will take to transfer a given data item to another worker. The initial worker
holding said data item is obtained from the mapping. The size of the data item comes
from the according property within its data domain. Based on the workers, the worker–
hardware mapping knows about the actual hardware that hosts the workers. With this
information, the hardware model’s method getTransferTime() (see Section 5.2) is
queried to calculate the actual transfer duration of the data element between the two
memories in the cluster. Thirdly, there is a set of functions related to memory balance.
Based on the underlying hardware and mapping to workers, these functions estimate the
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Listing 5.6: Example for a physical domain with 16 positions, arranged as a 2D grid.
Afterwards, data items are generated for each position and added to the
model.
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13

auto physDom = WrappedGrid2D::generate( 4, 4 );
auto dataAbstraction = std::make_shared<
data::Abstraction<WrappedGrid2D> >( physDom );
DataDomain livelinessStates;
for(auto v : boost::make_iterator_range( physDom.g.
getVertices( ) ) )
{
auto d = livelinessStates.createDataAtPos(v);
livelinessStates.setProperty( "sizeInKB", d, 0.004f );
}
dataAbstraction->addDataDomain(
std::move( livelinessStates ),
"livelinessStates"
);

balance of the data–worker mapping. This basically implements the ideas formulated at
the end of Section 4.3 (page 43).
Depending on the additional properties of the hardware models, it is also possible to
base the quality metric on other parameters like the instructions per second that are
available to each worker. This is helpful in situations like the Game Of Life model, where
evaluation time of the liveliness function is often linear in the number of states assigned
to a worker.

Modeling Data And Physical Domain For Game Of Life

The current model developed in the previous sections contains 16 workers arranged in
a 2D grid. The most basic physical domain for a Game Of Life, that uses all workers,
is a 2D grid. Listing 5.6 demonstrates how such a grid can be generated by using the
generator functionality of the WrappedGrid2D class.
This physical domain is then used to initialize the actual data abstraction class. The
abstraction is stored as a std::shared_ptr, since this type is required by the mapping
later on. Afterwards, an element in the DataDomain is created for each position of the
physical domain. For each element, the "sizeInKB" property is immediately populated
with a value representing 4 B. This is enough for the integer that will be used to store
the liveliness state within the actual program. Finally, the new data domain is added to
the abstraction class.
In the mapping stage, data elements within the created data abstraction are assigned to
workers. The map for placement of the liveliness state domain is generated by a free
utility function that assigns data in a round robin scheme to workers. The resulting map
is of type OneToNMap. The OneToNMap is then placed in a data structure that can hold
one mapping for each data domain. The mapping cppdata2workerMapping requires the
type of the physical domain as a template parameters, since it must hold a pointer of
the data domain which is a dependent type.
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Listing 5.7: Example for a mapping of a data domain to the previously described worker
model. The mapping is automatically generated by a helper function.
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

auto stateMap = data2worker::generateRoundRobin(
livelinessStates, *workerModel );
std::map< std::string, decltype(stateMap) > finalMap;
finalMap["livelinessStates"] = stateMap;
data2worker::Interface<WrappedGrid2D> data2workerMapping(
dataAbstraction,
workerModel,
finalMap
);

5.5 The Software Abstraction
For the software abstraction, routines are modeled as components. The entirety of
all instantiated components forms a complete dependency network. This section first
introduces the software abstraction class and its internal structure, and goes on to explain
how the component instances are generated, the dependency graph is established, and
how the final instances are mapped to workers. Finally, the Game Of Life example is
completed by a example of its software model.
The dependency network is, again, a graph derived from SimpleBGL. Neither vertices
nor edges of this ComponentGraph contain any useful information directly and are
considered fixed. Again, this allows to use a std::vector inside the BGL itself. The
ComponentGraph also contains an inverse map that allows to find vertex descriptors
that hold specific component instances. Apart from the ComponentGraph, the routine
abstraction class also holds a pointer to the currently used data model, which is necessary
for instantiating components. Finally, there is a PropertyManager object, which is
used to store the actual component instances. This keeps the metadata (the instances)
strictly separated from the structural information. The next two subsections deal with
the creation of components and how they are linked to form the actual dependency
graph.
Component Templates And Component Generation

A component consists of three parts: input data elements, output data elements, and
the effort estimation as outlined in Listing 5.8. Input and output data elements refer
directly to elements in specific data domains defined in a data model (see Section 5.4).
For every position in the physical domain, there exists one instance of a component.
The effort estimation then uses these specific data elements to compute a metric for the
instance’s workload.
When instantiating the components, the correct data elements need to be assigned
to each instance. In the routine abstraction, data elements were defined indirectly:
For a given vertex in the physical domain, the data items are referred to through a
neighbor-relation based on the domain graph. For example, when an instance for is
created on a position p in a one-dimensional domain, its input can be defined as the
data elements at position p − 1 and p − 2, the predecessors of the current position.1
1

The famous Fibonacci sequence could be modeled in such a way.
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Listing 5.8: Base class for components. Members are sequences of data elements for
input ports and output ports. These data elements refer to specific vertices
in the data model. The effort method must be overridden and can access
the data model to extract properties for the input and output data elements.
1
2
3
4
5

template< typename T_DataModel >
struct ComponentBase
{
std::vector< InData > inData;
std::vector< OutData > outData;

6

virtual float
effort( std::shared_ptr<T_DataModel> ) = 0;

7
8
9

};

Listing 5.9: Basic structure of a component stencil. The component type is inserted as a
template argument. The Directions type is part of the physical domain
model and used to indirectly describe the positions of data elements at the
ports in analogy to the sequences of ComponentBase. Predecessors are
stored as a sequence of stencil names.
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

template< typename T_Component >
struct ComponentStencil
{
using Component = T_Component;
using Directions = typename Component::DataModel::
Directions;
std::vector< Port< Directions > > inPorts;
std::vector< Port< Directions > > outPorts;
std::string name;
boost::container::flat_set< Predecessor > predecessors;
};

In the implementation, this is realized through component stencils. A component stencil
is parametrized with the type of the actual component it represents and contains a
sequence of input ports and a sequence of output ports, described through their relative
direction within the physical domain. Furthermore, the stencil has a name and carries a
list of predecessor names on which it depends directly. Listing 5.9 outlines the structure
of such a stencil.
Components are instantiated through a method of the routine abstraction class, creatively named instantiateComponents(). This method takes stencils as an input
and inserts the corresponding instances into the ComponentGraph: For each stencil,
it iterates through the entire physical domain and creates a component. For each
component, the stencil is used in combination with the data model to determine the
correct data elements for input ports and output ports. Effectively, this represents a
transformation from the direction–domain to the data-ID–domain. Then, a new vertex
is created in the ComponentGraph and associated with the component through the
PropertyManager.
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Dependency Handling

As mentioned above, component stencils also feature dependency information, which is
annotated in a declarative style: A stencil has a name and a list of names that correspond
to other stencils that represent predecessors. In the model, a component can only start
its execution once the predecessor is finished. Implementation-wise, the resulting
dependency network is expressed through directed edges in the ComponentGraph.
The method instantiateComponents() not only creates vertices, but also the dependencies between them: Once a vertex is inserted into the graph, the method checks
for each dependency relation if the required predecessor is already present in the
graph as a vertex. If this is the case, the correct edge will be created. Otherwise, a
DependencyInfo object with the relevant information is created and stored for later.
This process is repeated for each component stencil. Once all stencils are processed, all
components are instantiated and their vertices present in the graph. Now, the sequence
of DependencyInfo objects is processed to insert all outstanding edges.
The final algorithm to instantiate all stencils is outlined in Listing 5.10. A recursive function is used to iterate over all component stencils. Resolvable dependencies
are handled within addDependenciesForPredecessors(). Unresolved dependencies are stored inside the class, which is not displayed for brevity. After all calls
to instantiateComponent(), the function addRemainingDependencies() will
iterate over the remaining DependencyInfo structs. Through this postponed dependency resolution, it is possible to create circular dependencies if required.
Mapping To Worker Model

Once the entire dependency network is established in form of a ComponentGraph, the
vertices of the graph can be mapped to the worker model. The implementation of this
process is completely analogous to the mapping of the data domain to workers. However,
the two are treated independently for the mapping. This ensures a high flexibility of the
composition and allows to map components and data to different nodes, if desirable in
terms of the metric. Again, it is possible to use free functions to reason over an existing
mapping. Such a reasoning is based on the properties defined in the hardware model as
well as the data model and the effort estimations within the components. Therefore,
free functions that compute any metric must take into account which properties are
available.
Through these free functions, similarly to the data model when checking the memory
balance, it is possible to check the balance in terms of execution time. Different basic
metrics are possible: First, the pure computation time can be estimated based on the
effort functions within the components and how they are mapped onto the workers.
This requires the workers to access the compute power property of their underlying
hardware. As an extension, the data transfers from and to the components can be taken
into account. This requires the interconnect bandwidth and amounts of data to be
defined in the hardware model and data model respectively. Together with the effort
estimation and the dependency network, this can give a comprehensive model of the
entire computation.
Routine Description For Game Of Life

In the Game Of Life example modeled so far, cells are connected to their orthogonal
neighbors. Therefore, in a single time step the possibly received data is that of those
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Listing 5.10: Instantiation of components based on their stencils. For a given
stencil, instantiateInternal() creates a component at each position in the simulation domain and adds dependencies if possible.
instanciateComponents() is a recursive template method that iterates through all stencils. At the end, previously unhandled dependencies
are inserted in the graph.
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

template< typename T >
void instantiateComponent( ComponentStencil< T > stencil )
{
for( auto pos : boost::make_iterator_range(
dataAbstraction->simDom.getCells( ) )
){
auto vert = g.addVertex( stencil, pos );
auto component = std::make_shared< T >( );
componentMap[vert] = component;

10

addDataToPorts(
stencil.inPorts,
pos,
component->inData
);
addDataToPorts(
stencil.outPorts,
pos,
component->outData
);
addDependenciesForPredecessors(
stencil.predecessors,
pos,
vert
);

11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25

}

26
27

}

28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35
36
37
38
39

template<
typename T_ComponentStencil,
typename... T_Rest
>
void instantiateComponents(
T_ComponentStencil stencil,
T_Rest... rest
){
instantiateComponent( stencil );
instantiateComponents< T_Rest... >( rest... );
}

40
41
42
43
44
45
46

template< typename... Ts >
auto instantiateComponents( Ts... )
-> typename std::enable_if< sizeof...( Ts ) == 0 >::type
{
addRemainingDependencies();
}
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four neighbors and also the actual position of the component. The next liveliness state
for a position will depend on a function that takes these five parameters as input. In
general, the computation of the next state may be arbitrarily complex. For the chosen
example, the four neighboring data elements are chosen as input and the new state
chosen by a constant function. The code in listing Listing 5.11 defines the component
GOLRule to model this behavior. The input elements are defined declaratively in the
component stencil golRuleStencil, see Listing 5.12.
A second component, GOLPrint will model the output of the current time step. In order
to demonstrate data access within the effort method, the effort is thought to depend on
the data size on the local position. Therefore, the corresponding stencil printStencil
defines the first data element to be on position Directions::SELF. As the data
element in question is altered by the other component, a dependency relation towards
this component is established in the stencils.
The resulting routine model is created with the simulation domain type and a pointer to
the data abstraction, both defined in the previous section. Then, the dependency net
is created by supplying the two stencils to the instantiateComponents() method.
This method will create 16 instances of the GOLRule and GOLPrint component each.
The corresponding graph vertices are connected pairwise with directed edges to express
the dependency relationship.
This graph is then mapped to the worker model. The necessary map is generated by
the free function generateRoundRobin(). In this particular example, this trivial
mapping is actually close to the ideal mapping due to implementation details related to
the internal graph construction. In general, a more sophisticated mapping than simple
round robin is surely required. Once the map is generated, it is used to create the final
abstraction layer componentMapping. Together with the mappings from the previous
chapters, all modeled aspects of the Game Of Life timestep are described.

5.6 Summary
This chapter elaborated the main building blocks that implemented the design described
in Chapter 4 and demonstrated the basic usage by creating a description for Game Of
Life. The wrappers for the libraries Boost Graph Library and Boost Property maps form
that backbone of the data structures that were created. These back-end data structures
have the potential to be extended to their distributed counterparts within the Boost
library, allowing them to scale even among multiple compute nodes within a distributed
system.
The four main blocks of the design are largely decoupled as intended in the design
phase. Hardware can be described independently of the program and this description
is reusable for all simulations that are executed on the same hardware. The worker
model builds on the hardware description and allows to abstract from the full system
model to the actual entities that execute the code. The data and routine model are again
completely decoupled from the hardware. In symmetry to the hardware model, this
allows to reuse the same data and routine description on different systems; only the
hardware model must express the new system.
The different models are combined through mappings, which can be generated by the
user based on custom metrics. Together with a property model that is freely extensible
by the user, this allows for a maximum of flexibility to describe even novel systems to be
developed in the future.
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Listing 5.11: Component definition for the Game Of Life example. The effort is constant
for the modeled rule set. For the print component, it is assumed that the
effort is linear to the size of the data stored at the current position.
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

template< typename T_DataModel >
struct GOLRule : ComponentBase< T_DataModel >
{
virtual float
effort( std::shared_ptr< T_DataModel > ) override
{
return 10;
}
};

10
11
12
13
14
15

16
17
18
19
20

template< typename T_DataModel >
struct GOLPrint : ComponentBase< T_DataModel >
{
virtual float
effort( std::shared_ptr< T_DataModel > dataModel )
override
{
return dataModel->template getProperty< float >(
this->inData[0], "sizeInKB" ) * 8;
}
};
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Listing 5.12: Creation of component stencils for the Game Of Life example. The
golRuleStencil models the calculation of liveliness states, based on
four input ports and one output port. The printStencil indicates a
dependency to the previous component and takes only a single input.
1
2

using Directions = traits::Directions< WrappedGrid2D >::
Values;
using PortType = Port< Directions>;

3
4
5

6
7
8

// creation of the stencils
ComponentStencil< GOLRule< DataAbstraction > >
golRuleStencil;
golRuleStencil.name = "livelinessRule";
golRuleStencil.outPorts.push_back(
PortType( "livelinessStates", Directions::SELF ) );

9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18

std::vector< Directions > otherDirs {
Directions::NORTH, Directions::EAST,
Directions::SOUTH, Directions::WEST
};
for( Directions d : otherDirs )
{
golRuleStencil.inPorts.push_back(
PortType( "livelinessStates", d ) );
}

19
20

21
22
23
24

ComponentStencil< GOLPrint< DataAbstraction > >
printStencil;
printStencil.name = "print";
printStencil.predecessors.insert(golRuleStencil.name);
printStencil.inPorts.push_back(
PortType ( "livelinessStates", Directions::SELF ) );

25
26
27
28

29

// actual creation of dependency graph
using RoutineModel = routine::Abstraction< PhysicalDomain >;
auto routineModel = std::make_shared<RoutineModel>(
dataAbstraction );
routineModel->instantiateComponents( golRuleStencil,
printStencil );

30
31
32
33

// creation of the mapping
auto componentMap = component2worker::generateRoundRobin(
routineModel, workerModel );

34
35
36

component2worker::Interface< PhysicalDomain >
componentMapping( routineModel, workerModel,
componentMap );
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6 Evaluation
In this chapter, the developed framework is evaluated both qualitatively and quantitatively. Firstly, a comparison to some of the existing frameworks presented in Chapter 3.
Secondly, the expressiveness is evaluated in terms of possible systems and simulations
that can be modeled. Lastly, the framework’s scalability is benchmarked with regards to
memory consumption, run-time, and code overhead.
All benchmarks are performed on a single compute node within the Hypnos cluster
system at the Helmholtz-Zentrum Dresden–Rossendorf. The node is equipped with
256 GiB of RAM and 4 AMD Opteron CPUs, each consisting of 16 Cores with a clock
frequency of 2.3 GHz. Memory consumption is measured from within the program
through the getrusage() system call; time is tracked for the sections of interest from
within the program through the C++ chrono library.
The first benchmark will compare code overhead in a near-worst-case scenario with
trivial complexity of the payload code. Next, 4 benchmarks are concerned with memory
consumption and its implications on the system size that can be described. The final
benchmark tries to asses the time necessary to access data items under weak scaling.
The chapter closes with a short summary of the obtained results and a discussion of
their impact.

6.1 Comparison To Existing Frameworks
Of the related projects presented in Chapter 3, Zoltan, DRUM, and hwloc are the ones
which focus on a similar niche as the framework presented in this thesis.

Zoltan

One of Zoltan’s key strengths was its clear separation of application code from everything
related to load balancing. Since Dodo is not concerned with actual execution of code,
this important feature is trivially present here as well. At the same time, this focus on
description results in a lower feature-count compared to Zoltan: Dodo does not offer
advanced, ready-to-use algorithms for load balancing or interfaces to actually move
data. However, this is considered a benefit rather than a shortcoming. Dodo is focused
on providing the user access to the structure and the properties of a program, which
can be modified as necessary. The actual load balancing and data movement are better
suited for a higher level of abstraction and specialized libraries.
One promising approach will be to use Dodo in concert with the communication interface
GrayBat [45]. Together, these libraries are intended as the back-end for a fully featured
approach to flexible, hardware independent simulations.
As a clear benefit compared to Zoltan stands the possibility to describe hardware
elements in detail, especially the calculation power of processing elements. Zoltan itself
is not able to express this directly, but has to rely on external libraries.
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DRUM

DRUM complements Zoltan by adding hardware description capabilities. Similar to
DRUM, Dodo represents the hardware in a cluster as a tree. However, the tree in Dodo
is used only as a first structure to collect the hardware elements, while the interconnects
themselves can be set up more flexibly. This allows to express network topologies such
as n-dimensional tori or hypercubes directly.
DRUM focuses on a rather simple system model, where compute strength of nodes is
described by an internally-defined power metric. While this is sufficient for simpler load
balancing metrics, some metrics will require more specialized performance indicators.
For that, Dodo offers a description of the hardware components with arbitrary detail,
which an be created by the user. This allows for much more fine-grained metrics that
can for example focus on caching, memory hierarchies, execution units within the cores,
or specialized interconnects between processors. Still, this level of detail is not required
and it is possible to create simple system models similar to DRUM. The properties for the
elements must be given by the user directly, while DRUM comes already with a built-in
benchmark to estimate raw compute power.
The hardware model in DRUM is supplied as an XML file to the framework. Due to the
user-extensible hardware model of Dodo and C++ language features as strong compile
time typing combined with the lack of introspection or a run-time type system, this is
not easily possible in the new framework: Arbitrary new types and properties in XML
files would require parsing at run-time that supports creation of new types. Instead,
Dodo relies on descriptions directly written in C++ source code that are converted to
data structures of the Boost Graph Library. This is not a strong limitation, since parsers
from XML to the internal BGL representation can still be implemented for known and
fix property configurations.
hwloc / netloc

The hwloc library is only concerned with the description of hardware components. The
same descriptive features are present in Dodo as well, and the tree-like structure of
hwloc can be expressed easily. Dodo itself does not gather data in the way hwloc does,
but it is possible to implement a data-gathering routine that utilizes hwloc to obtain data
at run-time within Dodo. While hwloc gathers a fixed set of information that is provided
by the operating system, Dodo can also use user-provided data to further extend the
description. This extension can be helpful if certain information is not available through
the operating system’s interface.
Once a hardware topology is established, both libraries allow to navigate through the
tree structure though a C++ API. Dodo extends this by allowing to navigate not only
along the consists-of graph that is equivalent to hwloc, but also along the interconnect
network. This feature might be included in the netloc library, which is not yet part of
the current distribution of hwloc.
Once netloc is fully released, it is expected to offer similar features as the basic interconnect graph in Dodo. As with hwloc, it is possible to use netloc as a tool to gather
relevant data for Dodo. On top of that data, Dodo allows to extend the description
obtained through netloc and can offer an even more detailed description.
Both tools can create output in a graph format. To that end, hwloc uses its custom data
format that can be modified and read again. Furthermore, hwloc can directly generate
graphical output of a node’s architecture in a limited detail. Dodo, on the other hand,
uses the built-in graph formats of the BGL, most importantly the graphml file format. As
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a benefit, this can be displayed by a wide variety of open source tools. As a downside,
Dodo can not import any graphs from files directly, as described in the previous section.

6.2 Possible Systems To Model
The design of Dodo directly reflects the use cases that were analyzed: Particle in cell
simulations in homogeneous cluster systems. This section aims to answer not only how
well such systems and simulations can be expressed, but also what other use cases can
be described.
On the hardware side, it is possible to model all systems that can be structurally described
in a tree-like fashion. This covers all systems that are currently used in HPC cluster
systems. Note, that the tree property is only relevant to describe the affiliation of
sub-elements. For example, a compute node consists of a CPU, which consists of Cores,
which consists of execution units, etc. The children within a tree are not required to be
homogeneous, so a compute node can consist of memory, GPUs and CPUs. The types of
hardware elements are currently defined within the framework, so any revolutionary
new hardware elements would have to be incorporated into the code directly. However,
the development of such novel hardware is considered to be very rare nowadays.
The elements can be interconnected in an arbitrary fashion, without the tree-like
requirement. Interconnects are unidirectional, which allows for asymmetric connections.
Together, these factors allow the description of any heterogeneous, arbitrarily connected
cluster. Multiple cluster systems might even be connected via the internet with connections that only offer asymmetric bandwidth. The detail of such a description is currently
limited by the available memory, which will be examined in Section 6.4.
On the software side, Dodo is most useful for systems that rely on embarrassingly parallel
execution of multiple workers that operate on individual data elements. Although the
initial design is focused on data that has some reference to a physical domain, this
domain can be trivially generated even for unstructured data. Data dependencies and
hierarchies between routines can be naturally expressed. This allows modeling of task
parallelism in a declarative way, without explicitly expressing the order of execution.
Therefore, Dodo might also prove useful for big data related tasks instead of scientific
simulations.

6.3 Code Overhead
To measure code overhead introduced by the description, a minimal working example
code is extended with a full description by the framework. The code is similar to the
example presented during Chapter 5. This is thought to be a near-worst-case scenario
where actual code is outweighed by the amount of description necessary. The example is
a trivial 2D Game Of Life implementation using MPI to distribute its simulation domain
so that each MPI rank is responsible for a single cell. Data within a cell is only the
current liveliness state. For simplicity, cells are connected to their orthogonal neighbors
only and the simulation domain features periodic boundary conditions.
The example is then extended by calls to the framework’s API to describe a cluster
system that is interconnected as a 2D torus. Nodes are modeled as minimal multi-core
CPU nodes with memory. The number of workers always corresponds to the number of
MPI Ranks and is distributed evenly among the CPU cores. There exists a single data
domain on a wrapped 2D grid topology. The routine to calculate liveliness states fetches
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input data from the 4 orthogonal neighbors and stores the new value on the data item
for the current position. A second routine depends on the first and uses only a single
input.
The code was automatically formatted by the CLion IDE to comply with B. Stroustrup’s
PPP Style Guide [41]. Lines of code are counted depending on their purpose within the
example.1 Figure 6.1 displays total lines of code split into different categories: The actual
logic of the program is called native, the columns hardware, worker, data, and component
refer to the four different blocks within the framework and their corresponding mapping.
The column total displays the sum of all categories, which helps to visualize the total
code overhead. The entire description adds about 100% additional code. The reason
for such a large fraction lies in the minimalist nature of the simulation setup and logic
in combination with static boilerplate code necessary for Dodo and to generate grid
structures.
However, for real-world examples, the relative portion of actual payload code is expected
to rise significantly faster than the necessary API calls to the framework. As a result, this
percentage is expected to decline for more complex simulations. Furthermore, large
parts of the description remain valid beyond one singular implementation. For example,
a good hardware description can be reused for many projects that run on the same
cluster system. If this hardware description is considered as a negligible and simply
included library, the code overhead reduces to 59%. Similarly, the software and routine
description will stay valid when the code is executed on a different cluster system. Thus,
the actual burden for the programmer is often smaller than presented in this worst-case
situation.
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Figure 6.1: Comparison of code lines for the Game Of Life implementation. This case
demonstrates a worst-case example, where actual payload code is minimal.
Together, the descriptions of hardware, worker, data domains, and components introduce about 100% of code overhead. If the reusability of the
hardware description is considered, overhead reduces to 59%.

1

The complete code can be found in Appendix A.1.
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6.4 Memory Scaling
This benchmark will measure memory consumption for different models. The models
vary in the interconnect layout between the hardware nodes, the detail of the hardware
description, and how many layers are modeled. The expected result would be a linear
memory consumption with regards to number of hardware elements, properties per
hardware element, and modeled interconnect edges. This is a direct result of the design
and the implementation: Based on the design, each entity is stored exactly once and only
referenced by an ID where necessary. In the implementation, all data structures were
chosen to have linear memory consumption, such as vectors and maps. No memorysaving techniques such as property deduplication were used to improve memory scaling
any further. As graph vertices are naturally small, the absolute memory consumption is
mostly dependent on the number of properties corresponding to a vertex.
The benchmarks in this section aim to verify these assumptions. Furthermore, they
serve as an indicator on how large a system can be described on a single node. In the
following, each setup is briefly described along with an estimation of the scaling and a
comparison to the measured results.

Structural
Cache

(a) Simple node model.
A CPU with cache
and RAM as well as
a GPU with its RAM
are modeled.

(b) Complex node nodel. The CPU has 4 cores and multiple caches
in a hierarchy. The GPU is described through 4 SMs, RAM,
caches and a fast scratchpad memory.

Figure 6.2: Consists-of graphs of the nodes used in the benchmarks. Edges from
interconnect- and memory-hierarchy graph are not depicted for clarity.

Star Topology With High Detail

At first, nodes are modeled to be connected directly to a single switch in a star topology,
as depicted in Figure 6.3b. Each compute node is described in detail through 31
vertices and 64 edges, expressing a CPU with four cores; L1, L2, and L3 caches; a GPU
with four symmetric multiprocessors; four CPU sockets connected to RAM; and direct
interconnects between the CPU cores. Each edge is assigned a bandwidth property, the
nodes have varying properties depending on their type. However, the cluster itself is
homogeneous, so each compute node is equivalent. The consists-of graph of such a node
is depicted in Figure 6.2b.
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(a) 3D cube topology without a switch
infrastructure. Depicted are 2
nodes per edge of the cube, resulting in 8 compute nodes.
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(b) Star topology as used in the first benchmark.
Note, that only a single switch is modeled
for simplicity.

Figure 6.3: Network topologies used in the benchmarks. All compute nodes within a
topology are homogeneous.
Measurements stop after modeling 4 090 000 compute nodes, which correspond to
239.3 GiB2 . Larger topologies resulted in an unresponsive test system, presumably due to
swapping as the available memory was filled up. Results can be seen in Figure 6.4 where
memory consumption within the measurement range is linear as expected. Furthermore,
Figure 6.5 shows the relative memory consumption per modeled compute node, where
a constant amount of additional memory per node can be seen.
3D Grid Topology With High Detail

The second topology is a 3D cube of compute nodes, with connections that do not
wrap around, for a cube with 2 nodes per side, this is displayed in Figure 6.3a. Nodes
themselves are again modeled with high detail through 31 vertices and 64 edges as in
the previous run. Additionally, each node adds up to 6 edges as interconnects to its
orthogonal neighbors. In comparison to the first topology, the memory consumption is
expected to be slightly higher due to the additional edges. The benchmark is executed
for cubes of increasing edge lengths from 2 to 155, corresponding to total compute
nodes within the cube ranging from 8 to 3 723 875. Further increases in model size were
limited by the available memory on a single node, as the largest measured cube would
consume about 223.3 GiB3 . The plot shows a memory consumption within the expected
range and with a linear behavior even for model sizes way beyond what is expected to
manifest in exascale systems.
3D Grid Topology With Medium Detail

The third topology uses the same 3D cube as the second, but compute nodes are
described with less detail, allowing for an even higher number of compute nodes. Each
node is composed of 6 vertices and 10 edges, the corresponding consists-of graph is
Figure 6.2a. In addition, each node adds another 6 edges to connect to the orthogonal
neighbors, as before. Structurally, the nodes carry only 20% of the complexity of the
previous models. However, these nodes are also less densely filled with meta data,
2
3

251 018 508 KiB as measured by getrusage().
234 213 500 KiB as measured by getrusage().
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therefore the actual memory consumption of this model is predicted to be even less than
20% of the previous ones.
The measurements visualized in Figures 6.4 and 6.5 agree with that assumption:
memory consumption of the complex 3D cube for 1 000 000 compute nodes reaches
62 601 828 KiB, while the simpler model requires 9 353 356 KiB — only 15% of the complex one.
3D Grid Topology With Medium Detail, Data, And Worker Model

Lastly, the previous hardware description is extended: a data and worker model are
defined on top of this virtual hardware. The worker model is kept simple, with a single
worker per CPU and only one data domain spread evenly across the virtual RAM. As an
expectation, this model will use linearly more memory than the one without worker and
data descriptions. There are no general assumptions about the comparison to the highly
detailed models, as the per-node cost is dependent on the amount of meta data added
by the data model.
The measurement results confirm the higher memory consumption against the medium
detail description of about 73%. This constant overhead per node is also visible in
Figure 6.5.
250

Star Topology
3D Cube High Detail
3D Cube Medium Detail
3D Cube w/ Data+Worker
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Figure 6.4: Memory consumption for different system models. Star Topology and 3D
Cube high detail use the same node model, but the latter incorporates
more edges. Due to the complexity, benchmarking runs were limited by
available memory. In comparison, 3D Cube medium detail and 3D Cube
w/ data+worker use a simpler model for individual compute nodes. The
latter also includes workers and one data domain.

6.5 Distance Calculation And Data Access
This benchmark aims to measure access times to properties for increasing models.
The model is very similar to the memory scaling with data and worker model: Node
complexity amounts to 6 vertices connected through 10 edges. Nodes are arranged in a
3D Cube and inter-node connectivity adds 6 edges per node on top of that. GPUs are
still present, but unused and represent only an unused overhead in the description. Data
and worker model are identical to the previous setup.
As the benchmark, a metric calculating the transfer durations of data elements between
workers is evaluated. One data element on one worker is chosen and the metric will
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Relative Memory [KiB/Node]
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Figure 6.5: Memory consumption relative to the number of compute nodes for different
system models. As before, values for Star Topology and 3D Cube high detail
are only plotted for data available. The plot indicates a constant memory
overhead per compute node for all system models. For very low numbers of
compute nodes, outliers are explained by the overhead introduced by data
structures of the benchmarking program.

compute how long it would take to transfer this data items to any other worker. To that
end, the hardware elements corresponding to then other workers are obtained from the
mapping. Then, the metric uses Dijkstra’s algorithm to compute optimally fast paths
from the chosen worker’s CPU to the CPUs of all other workers. The weighting of the
paths is based on the interconnect bandwidth of the hardware model’s interconnect
graph and the amount of data transferred.
As all properties are stored internally in structures based on a C++ std::map, data
access time is expected to scale logarithmic with the number of properties p. Dijkstra’s
algorithm is known to have a time complexity of O (V log V + E) for a graph G = V, E .
For the grid topology with bidirectional edges, each new compute nodes adds 6 vertices
and up to 18 edges. Each of the edges also adds an entry to the bandwidth property
map. The resulting time complexity scales with the number of compute nodes n with
f (n) = 6n log 6n + 18n + log 18n

The benchmark was executed for cubical topologies with n = (2i)3 nodes, where i ∈ N .
For each configuration, the execution was repeated five times, of which Figure 6.6 uses
the median.
The measurement visualized in Figure 6.6 shows strong agreement with the expected
time scaling. Although the search time appears to be rather high, it is important to note
that this algorithm does not have to be executed often, as the distances between nodes
can be reused multiple times.
In general, search times could be further improved by adding domain knowledge and
appropriate heuristics: Within a compute node, the algorithm might use the consists-of
graph to always move “up” in the architecture, until it reaches the network interface.
TO find the appropriate compute node within the network topology, the A* algorithm
can be appropriate. This would require a heuristic, possibly based on coordinates for
the hardware nodes within the grid topology. Such coordinates could be easily added as
another property to the hardware.
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Figure 6.6: Weak scaling of distance calculation from one vertex to n other vertices in
the graph. Each compute node corresponds to 6 vertices and 18 edges.

Section 5.1 mentions possible parallel data structures and algorithms. An implementation of the presented search by Dijkstra’s algorithm also exists for the Parallel Boost
Graph Library. This provides potential to not only model even larger structures, but also
search within them more or less as before. As a typical trade-off, data access latencies
will typically increase due to the distributed nature of the problem. However, total
search time might actually improve, as the graph search can be executed in parallel.
To directly measure the access time to the data structures themselves, an instrumentation
was added to count every access that is performed by the Dijkstra implementation. Then,
for each model mean access time is calculated as time/accesses. As the same back-end
for property storage is used for all parts of the framework, the benchmark gives an
indication on the scalability of other models. Figure 6.7 shows the mean access time
to properties for an increasing number of nodes. As expected, average access time is
logarithmic, supporting the initial claims and measurements of this section.
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Figure 6.7: Mean access time to data elements within the Dijkstra benchmark for an
increasing number of nodes.
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6.6 Summary
In summary, the proposed framework meets all design criteria discussed in Chapter 2 to
efficiently model the execution of a a scientific simulation on a hardware and software
level. In comparison to related projects, Dodo exceeds their modeling capabilities by not
only combining hardware and software aspects, but also by the available level of detail
and user-supplied meta data. However, most other projects focus on providing a toolkit
to write entire simulations. Dodo, on the other hand, is strongly focused on the model
and agnostic towards the actual execution. This execution and load balancing is left to
higher-level software which merely utilizes Dodo’s descriptive capabilities.
The measured code overhead to describe a full simulation was shown to be rather big
for very small setups. However, a considerable portion of this overhead is negligible as
the code for the hardware description is reusable for each project that executes on the
same system. For more complex simulations, the overhead is expected to matter even
less, since the hardware and data descriptions will not grow as fast as the code for the
actual simulation.
The memory requirement for the description is linear with the number of modeled
elements. Actual memory consumption depends strongly on the amount of metadata
stored on hardware elements and data domain elements. As required in the analysis,
memory is only consumed for metadata that is actively stored. Vertices that do not use
a property do not cost any additional memory for that, which makes a wide variety of
properties viable even in a big system model. Depending on the level of detail, very
large cluster systems can be described that easily exceed the 1 000 000 compute nodes
predicted to occur in a petascale computer.
Access times to the used data structures were shown to behave exactly as predicted
by the model. In particular, access times scale logarithmically with the size of data
structures as well as the number of annotated metadata. This allows higher level to use
the descriptions as a data source for complex metrics and optimization algorithms.
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7 Conclusion And Future Work
This chapter concludes the thesis by summarizing the presented solution and by discussing how the developed framework fits the initial motivation. Subsequently, future
ideas are presented on how to expand the framework, which other frameworks it can
integrate well with, and which new possibilities are enabled by it.

7.1 Discussion Of The Solution
This thesis was motivated by current and upcoming challenges in scientific computing,
with a focus on large-scale PIC simulations. In order to solve some of these challenges,
a comprehensive model of the simulation and the cluster system itself are required. To
that end, this thesis analyzed which aspects are important in such a description. The
framework Dodo was created as a way to describe systems and simulations according to
all the requirements found in that analysis.
The analysis identified three main blocks: The hardware model, a function model, and a
data model. The latter was again split into data topology and raw data elements.
The hardware model can be extended by the user with custom properties and even
structural information. This allows not only to choose which exact properties are used in
a description, but also to adapt the model to include future hardware capabilities. The
requirement of memory efficiency was met by storing the properties not in the structural
description itself, but in dedicated property management objects. Property management
also unifies the access to individual properties, which was another criteria discussed.
As a way of reducing the complexity for the higher levels, design and implementation
use a fourth main block, the worker abstraction. The worker abstraction is essentially
a partitioning of the available compute resources and describes entities capable of
executing code, similar to MPI ranks or CUDA blocks.
The data model follows the postulated distinction between simulation domain and data,
currently supporting one simulation domain and an arbitrary number of data domains
that are mapped to it. Similar to the hardware model, it is possible to annotate metadata
to each data element
The algorithms of the simulation are described in the routine model. For each routine,
a component is defined in the idea of data-flow programming. These components
depend on data elements from specific positions in the simulation domain. Here,
the benefit of the separation within the data model becomes apparent: Components
can reuse the neighborship relationship of the simulation domain to describe data
dependencies as a stencil. Furthermore, it is possible to model dependencies and
hierarchies between components in a declarative fashion. These components are then
automatically converted into a complete dependency graph.
The resulting four models are combined by three mappings. While most structural
parts of the models are static after their creation, the mappings still allow to modify
the described systems at run-time. The mappings describe the current partitioning of
entities. For example, which data is located in which memory, or which compute node
is responsible for the execution a specific component. As such, these mappings are on
the one hand independent from the modeled blocks and on the other hand essential for
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the performance estimation of the entire system. The framework comes equipped with
very basic default mappings. The creation of sophisticated mappings and the underlying
metrics is a task that is left for future projects. Possibly ideal metrics can be found either
by domain experts or machine learning algorithms. All structural descriptions are based
on the Boost Graph Library, which is widely supported in the C++ community. This allows
the use of established partitioning tools like METIS to support the mapping tasks even
further. As an added benefit, the BGL allows exporting graph data to various file formats.
This can not only be helpful in storing generated graphs, but there also exist various
tools to visualize these graphs.
Summarizing, the Dodo framework was created as a direct result of the initial analysis.
As such, it fulfills all requirements initially stated. However, it will require future
projects—especially the creation of optimized mappings—to fully utilize the capabilities
that were created.

7.2 A Fully Featured Framework For Cross-Platform Simulations
As explained above, Dodo is designed to be only one part of the software ecosystem that
is required for HPC simulations. This section will present possible improvements as well
as existing and future projects that will enable such a comprehensive toolkit.
Automatic Generation Of Descriptions

The creation of the hardware model in Dodo can be a time-consuming and error-prone
task, especially for detailed structural models or a high number of properties. Although
an existing description can easily be reused for other projects, the manual process of
the initial creation is less than ideal. Luckily, there exist various tools that specialize
in the automatic description of hardware. The integration of one or more hardware
description tools would be a valuable addition to the toolkit. Two solutions should be
considered: using hwloc and using XML-based descriptions.
The first possibility, hwloc, offers an API for the C programming language. The creation
of a module that evaluates the hardware model of hwloc at run-time to generate a
Dodo graph appears to be a good initial grasp at the problem. Furthermore, hwloc can
also create text-based descriptions. This would allow to use the hwloc-based hardware
models also on other machines. The Dodo module to create these descriptions would
be limited to a previously known set of properties which are available through hwloc.
Although this is a slight restriction, it can be a worthwhile trade-off.
The second possibility is to use GUI-based tools to generate graph-based descriptions
and read them into Dodo at run-time. Tools such as yEd [44] allow for an easy visual
way to create graphs and add arbitrary properties. However, integrating the generated
files into Dodo is more complicated than might be expected. Even though Dodo itself
already allows to generate XML-based descriptions of the created graphs, reading
arbitrarily typed graphs is not possible. That means, Dodo is unable to read files—even
when initially created by Dodo—at run-time to generate its graph structures. This is
fundamental to the property concept which uses compile-time mechanisms and the C++
type system. Supplying arbitrarily typed structures at run-time is impossible by the
language design.
A possible solution to that dilemma is a parser that reads the description file, which
could be XML-based, to generate actual C++ code compatible to Dodo. This code can then
be included in a project and compiled alongside the rest of the description. While this
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still does not enable run-time reading of hardware descriptions, it actually eliminates
the need for it. The process of reading user-generated descriptions is fully automated
and the likelihood of errors is reduced through the graphical interface.
A Comprehensive Toolkit Constructed From Existing And Future Solutions

In order to fully exploit the given hardware of future heterogeneous HPC systems,
with complex simulation codes and a large set of parameters for optimal execution, a
framework for hardware and software description is only one of the basic building blocks.
To dynamically solve load balancing problems on dynamic systems, a comprehensive
solution is required which covers all aspects of a simulation run. These remaining
aspects are a platform-independent way to program high performance software, a robust
and flexible communication layer, optimized metrics for partitioning and scheduling the
software and data to the hardware, some means to ensure fault tolerance, and some
coordination mechanism that concerts the entire process.
For programming the simulation itself, the Alpaka abstraction already provides the
required functionality by abstracting from the actual hardware and execution model.
Code written in Alpaka can be easily ported to various platforms, no matter if CPU,
GPU or MIC. Similarly, the GrayBat framework abstracts communication primitives and
allows to model data transfers in a graph-based fashion. The underlying communication
primitives can be adapted to a particular hardware with minimal effort. However, Alpaka
only abstracts functions, a framework is required that can abstract data structures from
the underlying hardware and provides performance-portability for the access on multiple
architectures.
These three blocks, could be used to write simulations in form of platform-independent,
atomic components. These components can work after the ideal of data flow programming, where each component only requires a defined input to run and oblivious to any
synchronization mechanisms. In conjunction with Dodo, and a description of these
components and data, the components’ run-time could be predicted on any hardware
that is modeled with sufficient precision. The optimal domain decomposition of components and data, which is possibly dynamic, must be found by specialized metrics and
an optimization algorithm. These metrics and algorithm form another missing building
block.
Finally, data needs to be (re)distributed to compute nodes and components executed at
exactly the right time in order to maximize concurrency. This management will require
one last building block, that ties everything together.
The creation of such a toolkit is no simple task. However, by subdividing the problem into
strictly separated parts, each tool can do one job and do it well. Therefore, combining
the existing blocks and the development of the mentioned missing parts is not only an
interesting topic for future research, but also a promising approach to enable simulations
in the exascale age.
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A Appendix
A.1 Game Of Life Example
Code overhead by the framework added in red. Although the Dodo framework itself is
formatted according to the C++ coding guidelines of the ComputationalRadiationPhysics
group at HZDR1 , the code example here is formatted according to B. Stroustrup’s PPP
Style Guide [41] to rely on a more traditional line layout to improve expressiveness of
the line count.
1

#include<mpi.h>

2
3
4
5
6

#include
#include
#include
#include

<iostream>
<vector>
<cstdlib>
<dodo.hpp>

7
8
9
10

11
12
13
14
15

template<typename T_DataModel>
struct GOLRule : dodo::model::routine::ComponentBase<T_DataModel> {
virtual float effort(std::shared_ptr<T_DataModel> dataModel)
override
{
(void) dataModel;
return 10;
}
};

16
17
18

19

20
21
22
23
24

template<typename T_DataModel>
struct GOLPrint : dodo::model::routine::ComponentBase<T_DataModel>
{
virtual float effort(std::shared_ptr<T_DataModel> dataModel)
override
{
return dataModel->template getProperty<float>(this->
inData[0],
"sizeInKB")*8;
}
};

25
26

void print(int, int, MPI_Comm&);

27
28

void updateAlive(int&, std::array<int, 4>&, MPI_Comm&);

29
30

void findNeighbors(std::array<int, 2> const&,
4>&, MPI_Comm&);

std::array<int,

31
32
33
34
35
36
37
1

void
print(int rank, int alive, MPI_Comm& comm)
{
if (rank!=0) {
MPI_Send(&alive, 1, MPI_INT, 0, 1, comm);
}
github.com/ComputationalRadiationPhysics/contributing/blob/master/codingGuideLines/cpp.md
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else {
std::array<int, 16> alive_states;
alive_states[0] = alive;
MPI_Status status;
for (size_t i = 1; i<16; ++i) {
MPI_Recv(&alive_states[i], 1, MPI_INT, static_cast<
int >( i ), 1,
comm, &status);
}
for (size_t i = 0; i<16; ++i) {
std::cout << alive_states[i];
if (i%4==3) {
std::cout << std::endl;
}
}
std::cout << std::endl;
}

38
39
40
41
42
43

44
45
46
47
48
49
50
51
52
53
54

}

55
56

57
58
59
60
61
62
63
64
65
66
67
68
69
70
71
72
73
74
75
76
77
78
79
80

void updateAlive(int& alive, std::array<int, 4>& neighborRanks,
MPI_Comm& comm)
{
for (auto r : neighborRanks) {
MPI_Send(&alive, 1, MPI_INT, r, 0, comm);
}
int aliveN = 0;
for (auto r : neighborRanks) {
(void) r;
int rX = 0;
MPI_Status status;
MPI_Recv(&rX, 1, MPI_INT, r, 0, comm, &status);
if (status.MPI_ERROR!=0) {
throw std::runtime_error("error");
}
aliveN += rX;
}
if (aliveN==2) {
}
else if (aliveN==3) {
alive = true;
}
else {
alive = false;
}
}

81
82
83
84
85
86
87
88
89

void findNeighbors(std::array<int, 2> const& coord,
std::array<int, 4>& neighborRanks, MPI_Comm& comm)
{// Find Neighbors
int id;
std::array<int, 2> neighborCoord; //North
neighborCoord = {{coord[0], (coord[1]+3)%4}};
MPI_Cart_rank(comm, neighborCoord.data(), &id);
neighborRanks[0] = id;
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//East
neighborCoord = {{(coord[0]+1)%4, coord[1]}};
MPI_Cart_rank(comm, neighborCoord.data(), &id);
neighborRanks[1] = id;

95
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//South
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neighborCoord = {{coord[0], (coord[1]+1)%4}};
MPI_Cart_rank(comm, neighborCoord.data(), &id);
neighborRanks[2] = id;

97
98
99
100

//West
neighborCoord = {{(coord[0]+3)%4, coord[1]}};
MPI_Cart_rank(comm, neighborCoord.data(), &id);
neighborRanks[3] = id;

101
102
103
104
105

}

106
107
108
109
110
111
112
113
114
115
116

// A two-dimensional torus of 16 processes on a square grid
int main(int argc, char* argv[])
{
//typedef
namespace hwmodel = dodo::model::hardware;
namespace hwVertex = dodo::model::hardware::property::
VertexType;
using MyHWAbs = hwmodel::HardwareAbstraction<
hwmodel::extension::VertexSpeed,
hwmodel::extension::InterconnectBandwidth>;
auto hwa = std::make_shared<MyHWAbs>();

117
118
119
120
121
122
123
124
125
126
127
128

129
130
131
132
133

134
135
136
137
138
139
140
141
142
143
144

145
146
147
148
149
150

// Hardware architecture
auto rootNode = hwa->addRoot("Hypnos", hwVertex::STRUCTURAL);
std::vector<MyHWAbs::HardwareID> computeNodes(4);
{
const boost::array<std::size_t, 2> lengths = {{2, 2}};
const boost::grid_graph<2> grid(lengths, {{true, true}});
for (size_t i = 0; i<computeNodes.size(); ++i)
{
// each compute node gets 4 cores
computeNodes[i] = hwa->add("CompNode", hwVertex::
MACHINE, rootNode);
auto memory = hwa->add("RAM", hwVertex::MEMORY,
computeNodes[i]);
auto edge = hwa->addInterconnectBidirectional(memory,
computeNodes[i], "PCIe");
for (int j = 0; j<4; ++j)
{
auto core = hwa->add("Core", hwVertex::COMPUTE,
computeNodes[i]);
hwa->setProperty("VertexSpeed", core, std::
size_t(2400));
auto mEdge = hwa->
addInterconnectBidirectional(memory, core,
"FSB");
hwa->setProperty("InterconnectBandwidth", mEdge,
std::size_t(100000));
hwa->addToMemHierarchy(core, memory);
}
}
for (unsigned vid = 0; vid<computeNodes.size(); ++vid)
{
// compute nodes are connected through a 2D torus
network
const auto treeID = computeNodes[vid];
const auto gridVertex = vertex(vid, grid);
for (auto e : boost::make_iterator_range(
out_edges(gridVertex, grid)))
{
auto toVertexInGrid = get(boost::vertex_index,
grid, e.second);
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auto const toTreeID = computeNodes[toVertexInGrid];
auto edge = hwa->addInterconnect(treeID, toTreeID,
"Infiniband");
hwa->setProperty(std::
string("InterconnectBandwidth"), edge,
std::size_t(1000));
}
}
}
int rank = -1;
int nRanks = 0;
std::array<int, 2> dim({{4, 4}});
std::array<int, 2> boundaryCondition({{1, 1}});
std::array<int, 2> coord;
std::array<int, 4> neighborRanks;
int alive;

165
166
167
168
169
170
171
172
173
174

// initialization
MPI_Comm comm;
MPI_Init(&argc, &argv);
MPI_Comm_rank(MPI_COMM_WORLD, &rank);
MPI_Comm_size(MPI_COMM_WORLD, &nRanks);
if (nRanks!=16) {
std::cerr << "Use 16 MPI Processes!" << std::endl;
MPI_Abort(MPI_COMM_WORLD, 1);
}

175
176

177

MPI_Cart_create(MPI_COMM_WORLD, 2, dim.data(),
boundaryCondition.data(), 1,
&comm);

178
179
180
181
182
183
184

185
186

// Model the MPI ranks as workers.
// 4 Workers on each node (one per Core)
namespace worker = dodo::model::worker;
namespace workerMapping = dodo::mapping::worker2hardware;
auto workerModel = std::make_shared<worker::Model>();
workerMapping::Interface<MyHWAbs>
worker2hwMapping(workerModel, hwa);
worker2hwMapping.generateTrivialMapping(1, {"CompNode"});
assert(workerMapping::checkMemoryLegality(worker2hwMapping));

187
188
189

MPI_Cart_coords(comm, rank, 2, coord.data());
findNeighbors(coord, neighborRanks, comm);

190
191
192

std::srand(static_cast< unsigned >( rank ));
alive = std::rand()%2;

193
194
195
196
197
198
199
200
201
202
203
204
205
206

namespace data = dodo::model::data;
using PhysicalDomain = data::WrappedGrid2D;
auto physDom = PhysicalDomain::generate(4, 4);
using DataAbstraction = data::Abstraction<PhysicalDomain>;
auto dataAbstraction = std::
make_shared<DataAbstraction>(physDom);
data::DataDomain livelinessStates;
for (auto v : boost::make_iterator_range(physDom.g.
getVertices()))
{
auto d = livelinessStates.createDataAtPos(v);
livelinessStates.setProperty("sizeInKB", d, 0.004f);
}
dataAbstraction->addDataDomain(std::move(livelinessStates),
"livelinessStates");
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auto stateMap = dodo::mapping::data2worker::generateRoundRobin(
livelinessStates, *workerModel);
std::map<std::string, decltype(stateMap)> finalMap;
finalMap["livelinessStates"] = stateMap;
dodo::mapping::data2worker::Interface<PhysicalDomain>
data2workerMapping(
dataAbstraction, workerModel, finalMap);

207
208
209
210
211

212
213

namespace routine = dodo::model::routine;
using Dir = data::traits::Directions<data::WrappedGrid2D>::
Values;
using PortType = routine::Port<Dir>;
routine::ComponentTemplate<GOLRule<DataAbstraction> >
golRuleStencil;
golRuleStencil.name = "livelinessRule";
golRuleStencil.outPorts.push_back(PortType("livelinessStates",
Dir::SELF));

214
215
216
217

218
219

220

for (Dir d : {Dir::NORTH, Dir::EAST, Dir::SOUTH, Dir::WEST})
{
golRuleStencil.inPorts.
push_back(PortType("livelinessStates", d));
}

221
222
223
224
225

routine::ComponentTemplate<GOLPrint<DataAbstraction> >
golPrintStencil;
golPrintStencil.name = "print";
golPrintStencil.predecessors.insert(golRuleStencil.name);
golPrintStencil.inPorts.push_back(PortType("livelinessStates",
Dir::SELF));

226

227
228
229

230

using RoutineModel = routine::Abstraction<PhysicalDomain>;
auto routineModel = std::
make_shared<RoutineModel>(dataAbstraction);
routineModel->instantiateComponents(golRuleStencil,
golPrintStencil);

231
232
233

234

auto componentMap = dodo::mapping::component2worker::
generateRoundRobin(
routineModel, workerModel);

235
236
237

dodo::mapping::component2worker::Interface<PhysicalDomain>
componentMapping(
routineModel, workerModel, componentMap);

238

239
240

// Start simulation
for (int timestep = 0; timestep<10; ++timestep) {
updateAlive(alive, neighborRanks, comm);
print(rank, alive, comm);
}
MPI_Finalize();
return 0;
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}
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